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I.

I. Intrad4ction

A. Purpose of the paper

41.

1005

The pupose of this paper is to evaluate several potential reforms
. .

.

inr Ohio. s system for distributing-i:tate.basic ?id to school districts..

The analyais.focusses on certain inequities .in the ekistingldistribution

of operiting revenues among districts and on the extent to which the

feforms reduce these inequities- Four specific'reforms are considered:

.."11'(3141i adoption of a foundationigin for distributing siate'tiasic

, (2) diversion of some property tax revenues from.school districts to

'the state!s ba.4ic aid fund;_(3) adoption'of a poveriegfactor in the basic .

aid didtribu'ion formula; and/(4) adoption of a cost of purchasing,

\._

educational resources factor in the basicaid.distribution formula.
f

Aimoni these four reforms, property tax.diversion is the most novel awl

haa the most significant impact on both school distticts and:taxpayers.

tor these reasons special stress will be placed on the ailalysof

property tax diversion.

B. .General plan of the paper'

Section II of the paper presents a staddard for evaluating the equity

of the distribution of operating revenues among. sqlool diitricts within

a state. The existing distribution of reveilues among Ohio'school

districts is found inequitable, and AZYt. inequities are exprained.

Section III focusses on tha key obstacle to any attempt by the state

to alter significantly the distribution of revenues. This obstacle is
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the lack of'state financial leverage caused by the.small rnle played
f'

by state basic aid in Ohio school district finance. Several alternative

means of gaining leverage are presented and evaluated.
r'N

Section IV ptesents the reform options selected:for Arirical testing.

0 The rationale for 'and expected tmpact of each refor- are also presented.

Section V pvsents dhe empirical findings of the simulation

studies ofAthe reform options. The distributional impact of each reform

. -

and of various.combinations of reforms is considered.

Sectiol VI draws together the p licy implications of the research.

The findings are directly applicable to Ohio, but in most cases they

would apply to other large industrial statesf.as well.

C. Summary of findings

1. Thip study e aluat s several school finance reforms in terms of their

success approaching the following equity standard:

Ev r ublic school district within the state

2-12TILLIE12_2qual power to purchase educational

7

resourdes per unit of educational need.
0

2. Ohio's existing school financesplap falls to meet or even apptoach

the equity standard:

a. Olvio school districts with Utile economic strength have-relatively

limited revenues mith which to meet their educational needs.

This observatton applies to districts with modest wealth per
1

pugil, with low levels of personal income among residenis, and

with little of the property tax base accounted.for by b iness

property. Although state aid recognizes same of these disparities

among districts, equalization effortg by the state have fallen far short.

-v-



b. Ohio school ,districts with high proportions I economically dis-

advantaged pupils havd,special needs for educational resources

'that have not been adequataly satisfild.' State and federal
lvs

grants for poverty-Telated progiams have failed to match ehe

extra expenditures needed in high-poverty school districts.

c. Ohio schobl districts located in counties having a relatively

high, all-industry wagp level are forced' to pay relatively high

salaries, so these districts need more revenues than other

districts in order to purchase comparable e ational resources.

At present, state aid fails to compensate for these higher

personnel costs, so the districts in high-wage cotinties suffer

from a reduced power to purchase educational resources.

d. The sixteen central city.school districts in Ohin tend to suffer
'

f.rom high poverty incidence, high cost of purchasing educational

resourc,s, and a modest averTAncome level of residents.

These districts are thus the principal.victims of the

existing inequities in Ohid's school finance iystem.

3. The State of Ohio currently lack leverage to alter significantly.

the Aistribution nf total operating revenues among its sChool

districts. This lack of leverage is due to the mddest share of

district'revenues contributed by state unrestricted aid. Improved

equity thus requires an increased role for state unrestricted aid

to districts.

4.

4. If Ohio is to avoid substantial increases in the tax burden on voters,

property tax diversion is the most plausible means of gaining equali-
.

41%
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zation leverage in school finance. When.a portion of distriat

property tax revenue is diverted to the state basic aid fund, the

tate can then diptribute these reVenues among districts according

to educational need.

5. Four school finance .reforms are presented and evaluated. Each

reform is designed to reduce or eliminate,some of the existing

inequities. in Ohio school tinance.'

a. The first reform is to replace Ohio's existing guaranteed yield

plan for distributing state basic aid-wiA a foundation plan.

The essential cifference between these plaea is that the level of

basic aid is unaffected by district tax effort in a fOundation

plan, whereas it is varied as a reward for district tax effort

in the guaranteed yield plan.. The Aguaranteed yield plan's

reward for tax effort feature is inconsistent with the equity

standard presented above, since it sends basic aid to districts

in response to.a factor unrelated tc the educational.need in

the districti.

b. The second reform is to adopt property tlfix diversion, and its

attraction is that it permits a substantial reduction in the

existing financial inequ.ities among distri,:ts wi hout raising

the overall level of state-local taxes. Several alternative

versions of property tax diversion are considered.

c. The third reform is to adopt a poverty factor in the formula

for distributing state basic aid to school districts. This

poverty factor reflects the poverty incidence in each district,

and is designed to'target basic aid toward districts where the

poverty incidence generate:. Special educational needs.
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d. The fourth reform cOnsists f introducing a dOst factor into

the basic aid distribution formula. The cat factor reflec'ts
A

--the variation among districts in their costs oPLhiring

and the factor is designed to channel basic aid toward^distrftts1

with relatively high costs. Only with relatively high revenues

can 9e districts in high-cost areas succeed in having put-chasing,
4

1

power per unit cit4ed equal to *hat other districts have.

e. The most-plausible strategy to achieve greater equity is to

adopt a reform package that includes these four speific reforms.
-

6. Empirical-teits of the gpeci4ac reforms and of varicus reform com-

bilttions yield the following conclusions:

a. Property tax.dtversion sharply reduces inequities due to wealth

dispaiities among districts, but.it also tends to hurt central

city and other districts that suffer from high poverty incidence

and high costs.

b. The poiverty lactOr succeeds in bringing subitantial relief.to

high-poverty districts, without any harmful side effects.

c. The cost factor succeeds in bringing substantial relief to

high-cost districts, although it interferes to some axtent wih

efforts to reduce inequities based on wealth disparities.

d. The foundation plan is somewhat more equitable than the present

guaranteed yield plan, but the advantage is modest, So this

reform is less significant than the others.

*e. The package of the four re4orms is extreme3y effective in

enhancing equity in Ohio school finance, while also permitting a

continued role for school district financial aiscretion.



Adopting-only property tax diversion (without poverty and cost

factors) would be a serious mistake, since problems of central
A

. city districts would be exacerbated.

g., Adiipting only a cost factbr (without tax diversion and a poverty

.

factor) would be a serious mistake, sibce this would channel
. . .

unrdcegsary state aid to affluent suburban school districts.
,.

h. Adopting pnly a poverty fact r would be helpful, and should be

considered even if the ()the' reform options*laere rejected.

The package of the four reforms would sue, eed in retaining

its distributional effects over time, unlike many.previous

equalization efrorts.

Upon the adoption of property tax diversion; transitiotA guarantees

to adversely-affected district$ could be provided so as to ease

the transition for these districts without significant loss

.of equalization.

k. Prpperty tax diversion could bd designed so ps to have no

immediate effect on taxpayers, if this is desired.

1. Property tax.tiversion would be likely to affect v ter behavior

eventually, but for some districts it would be difficult to

predict whlether millage rates would eventually rise or'fall.

.1 0
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ri. Existing inequities in Ohio's school finance system

An equity standard

Thie paper iseconcerned with the distribution of operating revenues

among.Ohio school districts. In partic,14ar, we shall consider inequities

in the existing distribution of operating revenues and the effects of

reforms designed to eliminate theie inequities. An inequitable distribution

of re6nues is not the only problem.iu Ohio's school finance systgm., but
-

the her problems are not addfessed here. For instance, we shall
,

ignore the claim that the overall level of funding is insufficient. We

Lhall also avoid any consideration of the adequacypf ehe administmtion
;.

., and teaching in school districts. Our analysisbegins with a discussion

of the concept of equity.

e eee

The standard of equity used in this study is based on the proposition

that.education of children through high.chool should be primarily a

responsibility of state government. The state government should insure

a fair distribution o4lieducational resource& throughout all areas of

the state. Actions ei,fthe individual school districts and the federal
p.

government should not be permitted to interfere with the goals of state

government 4or its-eddcational system. The rationale for having school

districts with elected .boards of education is that each community.has

,------

special educational needg and that local officials knaw best hoir to-
( \

respond to these needs. State government should assign to the school

districts the responsibility for dliciding what specific resources.to

employ'and programs to operate., within the general objectives of the

state and within the constraint of the distribution of revenues considered

most appropriate for the staLe as whole.



Th con.:e0tion of state responsibility for puhlic education

implies Lhe Lalowin4 definitioc, 4 equity:

Every ?mric schok district wiOin the state should

hitLe_esual power, to _purchase educational resources

or_unit of educational need.

This equity standagd rpquires se/eral commepts. First, equality

is stressed. The standard would be violated if districts with relatively

great economic strenvh were able to purchase more educational resources

than other districts with tpe same educational needs. Second, the

standard calls for equality in the "power tollpurchase educational

resources," not in "revenuer." Thq,power to purchase educational

resources depends on both there/eves available and the cost 6f the

Ap educational resources. If costs of

.

pu chasing educational resources yary

;

among districts, then revenues should also vary so as to offset the

cost variations and equalize the poyer to.purchase educational resources.

, i

..

Third, th;a standard*calls forlequality "per unit of educational need,"

not "per pupil." If different pupils have quantitatively different levels

of need for educational resources, this variation should be accounted

for in the revenue distribution. Districts with relatively substantial

propiirtions of pupils h .ving special cc. tional netds should receive

'
relatively high revenues per pupil so as to equalize the'power to pur-

chase educational resources per unit of educational med. Fourth, the

standard applies to the whole school program, not just to the distri-

it
toution of state aid. The standara would be Violated even if state aid,

were distributed equally as long as local tax revenues or federal aid

were distributed in such a way that overall operating revenues were

P!

14%.



unequal. In summary, then, this equity standard requires xhat the

distribution of total operating revenu e among school districts within

the state be such that the power to purchase educational resources per

unit of educational need is equa3.

The partic-ular inequities presented in this paper are the most

significant ones uncovered in our multiple regressionfstudies.of Ohio

school districts. The methodology and detailed firiings of these studies

are available elsewhere.

B. Unfair disadvantage sl.Iffered by districts with little economic Strength

The econmnic strength of a school district is affected signif:calitl

by the district's property wealth per pupil, the personal incomes of tlher,

district's residents, and the fraction of the district's property wealth

consisting of business propery. Districts with low property wealth per

pupil, low personal incomes, or little business property are at a

serious disadvantage in generating local tax revenues. Our previous

research has shown the impact of district economic strength on the dis-

tribution of operating reve.ules among Ohio school districts.

The role of property wealth per pupil can be,seen by ref,"-ence to

Table 1. Based on statistical analysis of Ohio school districts during

1978, Table 1 shows that districts with greater property wealth per
4

pupil received much more total operating revenue per pupil than did

2
poorer districts. The righthand column summarizes this relationship

byi showing that for each additional $10,000 in property wealth per

,-upil a district would tend to receive an additional $112 in operating

revenue per pupil. The table also shows that state aid favors less

-3-



Table 1

Revenues in Four Hypothetical School
Districts that Differ Only in Their

Property Wealth per Pupil*

Catevry
of Operating
Revenue per
FTE Pupil

1978 Onerating Revenue Per Pupil in Each

of Four Hypothetical Districts, at These
Levels of Property /lealth per Pupil:

Increase in Revenue
per Pupil for Each
$10,000 Increase
in Wealth per Pupil

412,000 $22,000
f

$32,000 $42,000,

Local Tax
Revenue

State Aid

..

Federal Aid

Total Revenue

$ 487

657

82

$ 631

626

81

775

595

80

919

564

79

$ + 144

.

- 31 (*.-

- ,1

$ 1,226 $ 1,338 $ 1,450 $ 1;562 $ + 112

N
*These figures are based on pariial correlation coefficients estimated

multiple regression analysis of Ohio's 616 school districts.

Remke An Empirical Analysis of Ohio School Finance Problems.

in a
See Gensemer and

.of

1 -4
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wealthy districts, but the distribution of state aid fails to fully offset

the distribution of local tax revenue. As a result, Ohio school districts

'with relatively low prdperty wealth per pupil tend, other things equal,

to hire fewer teachers and classified personnel per thousand pupils, and

to pay lower salariea.
3

These findings suggest that variats in pro-

perty wealth pet pupil among Ohio school districts have aused an

inequity in Ohio school financc that state aid has failed o overcoMe.

The role of-personal income can be seeh in Table 2.
4

pi tricts with

a relatively)ew level of family income obtain fess local ta rev.enue

than do the more affluent districts. For each additional $2,000 in

the 'district's mean family income level, its operating revenue per

pupil tends to rise by $58. In this case state aid does nothing to

reduce the financial disadvant;ge of districts with low levels 3f

personal income. As a restilt, the relatively low-income districts in

Ohio tend, other things equal, to hire fewer teachets and certified

specialisteper thousand pupils And to pay lower salaries than do

other districts. Thus the variation in personal income among(Ohio

school districts creates an ineiluitY in Ohbo's finance systems.
,

The third aspect of district economic strength is the proportion

of property wealth consisting o* business property. Ohio schools

rely on a property tax that Applies to various classes of real and

tangible personal property. "Business" property refers to all property

except for residential and agricultural real estate. Ohio school

districts with relatively high proportions of business profie'rty tend

to vote higher millage for school operation than do'other districts,

-5-
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Table 2 .

Revenues in Four Hypodletical School

't.

Districts that Differ Only An Their

-Mean Family Income* . .

,.

.

. / ff
..

.
Category

4 -

1978 Operating Revenue Per Pupil in Each Increase in Revenue

of Operating of Four Hypothetical Districts, at These per Pupil for Each

Avenue per Levels of 1969 Mean gamily Income: $2,000 Increase in

FTE Pupil
, Mean Family Income
.

$ 9.500 $11,500 $13,500 $15,500
A

A0

,

Local Tex $ 688 746 804 862 $ + 58 `''

Reventke
/ V.

State AicN4 595 595 05 595 0

Federal Aid 80 80
i

80 80 0

Total Revenue $.1,363 $ 1,421 $-1,479 $ 1,537 $ + 58

. ,

*These figures are based on partial coriftlation coefficients estimated in a

sultiple regression analysis of Ohio's,616 school districts. See Gensemeriand

Remke, An Empirical Analysis of Ohio School Finance Problems.e.
ON,

-6-
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other things being equal. 6 Presumably, voters are mcre willing _to approve

'millage where a large,...portion of the tax base is busines,s property since

much of the 9hare of the tax paid by business ip likely to be borne by

persons Ii7ing outside the school Aistrict. This tendenc to.want to

II export" part of the tax burden is significant in Ohio. A district with

1 75% of ies pioperty classed "business" tends to lvy 3.5 more mills for

current school operation than does a distritt with only 25% or its

property classed "business."
7

The proportion dp,property classed

"bUsiness" variesgfrom 8% to 94% among Ohfo sdhool digteicts, and this

produces an inequity in Ohio'P school finance system.

In summary, all thre elements of distrit econowic strength create

significant variations among Ohio school districts in their levels of /

operating,revenues and purchases of educational resources. This

situation violates the equity standard presented above.

C. Unfair disadvantage sufferedby districts facing special problems

Statistical analysis has revealed two other problems that have led

to inequitable treatment of Ohio school districts. One problem concerns

the special need for educational resources in districts having many

economically disadvantaged pupils. The other problem concerns the wide

variacion 171ang districts in the cost of purchasing comparaVe educational

resources. Failure to address these problems by providing a sufficient

level of compensating operating revenues causes the equity standard to

be violated.

We turn first to the special need for educational resources in

districts with a high poverty incidence. Poverty has a pervasive effect

on those school districts where the poverty incidence Is significant.

*The higher the incidence of poverty, the more, teachers, certifiA



c.

specialists, and classified personnel per thousand pupils are hired by

school districts.8 In additiotu.sehool districts with high poverty con-
. ,

centrations are forced to pay salary premiums in order to retain ade-.\

quate pessonnel. .Th4 demand for a "combat" pay premium by

tends to raise Sicending in these districts by much mortthan the direct

costof remedial and ccimpeusatory education programs'. In Ohio in 1978,

diStricts with 35% of their pupils receiving welfgre tended to hire

26.4% more staff pewthousand Pupils and pay 17.6% higher staff sala:ies

that dtd districts with no poverty-level pupils. The, result wasP that

operating expenditures in the districts with a 35% poverty incidence

tended to be 21.5% tlIgher than in the zero-poverty districts, other

thingi being.equal.9

Both state and federal aid programs recognize the special needslof

poor pupils. In Ohio the extra categorical revenues targeted to the

high-poverty districts are significant. These additiontal stat! and

feieral revenues are partially offsf, by the tendency of relatively

Alipoverished 'districts to sustaid lower millage rates than other districts.

The net result, however, is that the impoverished districts -have higher

0..,11)operating revenues than do otlier districts. For instance, the

districts with a 35% povifty incidence in 1978 tended to receive 64%

more operating revenue per pupil than did tne zero-povertn districts.
10

Notice that tint special expenditure demands on districts with a

high poverty incidence are not matched by equally hi&lier operating

revenues. Where an especially high incidence of poverty tended to

.raise spending by 21.5%, it tended to raise revenues by only 6.1%.

rill'utir.kates a budget squeeze on districts with high poverty concentrations

-8-
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-that is largely absent in other districts. The budget squeeze

requires that some of the identified needs for educational resoUrces go

unmet in tht impoverished districts. This iolates the equity standard.

The final aciurce of inequity that we shall consider is related to

.our finding that there is wide variation among Ohio school disrriets in

the costs of purchasing educational rqsources. In partl.cular, labor

kt costs vary frcft ofire local labor market to another, and labor costs

comprise about 80% of total school district expenditures. Disiri.es

located in-counties where the all-industry average weekly wage is re-,

latively high are forced to pay reldtively high salaries to attract

and retain an adequate staff. The county is assumed to'correspond

'approximately to ihe loCal labor maiket, so all districts in a given

county face the same level of labor costs. Actual salaries paid by a

school district are affected by botli this cost of purchasing labor

Services and also the economic strength of the district and 04er

factors that influence its demand for educational resources. We are

concerned here only with the cost cf purchasing educational resources in

the county, since this is the factor beyond the control ofIthe school

districts.' Districts in high-wage areas must pay relatively, high

salaries so they need more re,_-mue chan other distiicts in order to

purchase the same educational services. In Ohio the districts in high-

wage areas have tended to respond in two ways. hey have paid salaries

significantly higher than in lower-wage areas'and they have also main-

tained significafitly lawer staff-to-pupil ratior
11

Despite their efforts

to economize on the uge of personnel, the districts in high-wage areas

still tend to spend siRnificantly more per pupil than do the districts

-9-
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in lower-wage areas, other things beihg qual.12Ae districts in high-

wage areas also attempt to offset 5heir co t disdvantage by levying

more willage than Other districts. State aid in Ohio also tends to

favor the districtdwith relatively high costs, but only to a very

modest'extent. The result is that the districts facing relatively high

costs receive Sbre revenue per pupil than do other districts, but.ehis

differential is not svFficient to offset their higher levels of spen..1ng.
13

This implies that districts in high cost areas suffer a special budget

,

squeeze despite their efforts-to avoid this by economiting on staff
-

size and by levying relatively high tax millage. Since these districts

have .less,powet to purchase edu<ational resources than other districts,

41In

the equity*standard is violated.

D. Distributioh of these disadvantages among classes of school districts

It is often useful to classify school districts lay the sorts.of

sommunities they serve. We have classified Ohio's 616 school districts

into four such groups: 16 central city districts; 152 satellite City

(or suburban)*4litallir88 indipendent city districts; and 360 rural

districts. The first two classes are located in metropolitan areas.

The independent city districts serve non-metiopolitan area cities-of 5,000

to 49,000 popul. Uon, while the rural districts do not contain cities

of o'ver 5,000 population.

The financial disadvantages related to lack of economic strength,

poverty incidence, and cost of purchasing educational resources are not

evenly sp ead among these four classes cf school districts. Table 3

presents everal important demographic and economic charactvristics of

Ohio sch l districts, and shows how they affect each class of district.

-10-
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; Table 3

School District Characteristics that Teiad to Diiltin uish the Four elasses of Ohio Districts

District Characteristics

a

I. Demographic Features:
1. District Enrollment

+im.wIVr=m

Pupil-Weighted Mean Value, 1978,'by District Class

Central
City School
Districts
(n..16)

Ziatellite

City School
Districts
(n..152)

Independent
City School
Districts
(n.'88)

Rural

School
Diatricts
(n..360)

All
Districts
(w.61,6)

2. % of Population Urban

3. Pupils per Square Mile

4. % Enrollment Change, '74-'78

5. Change in % Minority Enrollment. '74-'78

Poverty Incidence:
6. % of Pupils on ADC, 1978

7. % of Pupils bn ADC, 1979

8. % of Pupils Attending a
School with a Poverty % of:
(a) Over 30%

(b) Over 50%

Cost of Resources ($)
9. County Average Weekly Wages

District Economic Strength ($)
10. Property Value per Pupil

or

11. Mean Family Income

12. District "Economic Strength" Measure

V Purchasing Power of Revenues
per Unit of Need, By Source ($):

13. Local Tax Revenue

14. Total State Aid

(a) Basic Aid
(b) Categarlcal Aid
(c) Rollback Reimbursement

15. .Federal Aid

16. Total Revenue, All Sources

32,052 4,464°

99.5 88.8

817.2 388.8

-13.7 -8.5

+3.5 +1.7

29.6 4.7

29.8 4.6

62.0 5.7

32.2 1.4

244.43 239.23

33,484 35,998

12,258 14,590

-21,699 33,613

564.12

421.05

192.30
191.43
3/.33

97.18

1,082.35

730.55

447.54

268.75
122196
55.82

38.60

1,216.69

3,627 1,723. 3,366

76.3 15.4 68.6

134.4 33.4 356.5

-8.2 -2.8 -8.1

+0.3 +0.1 +1.5

8.4

8.1

124:1i

2.3

200.69

31,376

11,581

25,108

5.5

5.2

10.0

1.4

11.6

11.5

21.9

Q.1

203.22 I 234.26

27,472

10,691

20,317

3%270

12,627

25,262

:-

605.44 48.48 603.46 .

473.32 533.70 464.27

293.35 327.34 -263.53
139.13 172%45 157.90

40.84 33.92 42.83

56.60, 54.08 62.42

1,135.36 .1,073.26 1,130.1,2(4i

,



The rural districts have the least economic strength (section IV),

while central city districts are by far the most adversely affected .by

high poverty incidence (section II). Cost of purchasing educational

resources is significantly higher in the Ywa groups of metrociolitan

area districts than elsewhere (section III). In previous research we

have estimated purchasing power per unit of educational need for Ohio

school aistricts in 1978 by adjusting actual operating revenues per'pupil

by the cost of educational resources and the poverty incidence in each

district. The resulting figures are shown in sectionV, item 16 of

. Table 3. The lowest levels of purchasing power per unit of need are

found in the rural and central city districts, while theihighest level

is in the satellite districts. Thus Ohio's failure to attain the

equity standard involves a systematic (though probably unintended) bias

against central city and rural districts and in favor of the satellite

city districts.

E. Impiications of these inequities

We have seen that Ohio!is.current system of school finance violates .

the equity standard due to a failure to cope with variations among

districts in economic strength, in poverty incidence, and in.the cost

of purchasing educational resources. i'aftik_gf these inequities repre-

sents a challenge: total operating revenues should be redis ibuted

among districts so as-to eliminate the unfair disadvantage suffered by

some districts.

It might be argued that the equity problem has been overstated by

looking at each inequity separately.. There are districts that suffer

the disadvantage of high costs while enjoying the advantage of high



do

personal incomes or property wealth. It is true that for some districts
4./

the advantages and disadvantages approximately cancel out, but this is

not the norm in Ohio. About one third Zof Ohio pupils reside in.districts

whose disadvantages far outweigh their advantages under the existinv

finance system.

The nature of the inequities cited implies the need for an improved

distribution of state unrestricted aid. The inequities involve a

_general, financial squeeze in certain.school districts, not &need for

more specific programs for specific pupils. For this reason state

categorical, or earmarked, aid would not be well suited to relieve

these equity problems. Instead, the challenge is to redistribute st.te

unrestricted aid among Ohio school ditotricts so as to eliminate the

existing Inequities.

a
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The need for state leverage

A. Existing lack of state leverage

In order to eliminate inequities in the exist ng school finance

system, the state government must have the financial leverage to alter

the distribution of operating revenues among districts.t The state's

financial leverage depends on both the state aid distribution formula

and the share of operating revenues accounted-for by state aid. Ohio

lacks financial leverage ol.r the distribution of operating revenues due

.to the small role of state aid in the overall revenue system. As a

result, substantial state efforts to aid less wealthy districts have

veiy little impact on the distribution of total operating revenues.

The shares of total operating revenue frem each source are shown

for Ohio school districts in 1978 in Table 4. The bottom row of the

table indicates that 53.32 of all operating revenue in the state is

raised from local property taxes. By contrast, unrestricted state aid

comprises only 24.4% of the total. The remainder, 22.32, consists of

an array of state and federal government categorical grants that are

earmarked for specific programs. Tab3. '4 4 also shows how operating

revenues.are distributed among districts of variing property wealth per

pupil. Ohio's 616 school districts were ranked from high to.low

property' wealth per pupil, then divided- into five groups, or quintiles,

A

so that each quintile contains districts with 20% of the state's pupils.

The table shows the ave,eage operating revenue per pupil for each quintile

of districtsi by revenue source. For ins.tance, the property-rich

districts in the-highest quintile raised an average of $1,165 per pupil

-14-



Property
Wealth
Per Pupil
Quintiles

Table 4

1_21.21Lib

_per Pupil by Revenue Source Amor".
Quintiles of Property Wealth per Pupil

Percentage
.of Ohio

Pupils in
the Quintile

( z )

11,
Actual Operating Revenue per Pupil, 1978,
by Revenue Source

.1.,..M.M.1.11*MM.1
Local Tax
Revenue
Per Pupil

($)

Unrestricted
State Aid
Per Pupil*

($)

Categorical
'State. & Federal
Aid.Per Pupil

($)

.11111=111011.1

Total Oper-
ating Revenue
Per Pupil

($)

Highest

Second

Third

Fourth

Lowest

20.0

20.0

20.0

20.0

20.0

1,165

865

805

599

413

191

297

35/

397

_520

All .

Districtp

(Percentage
of Total
Revenue)

f-

770

354

364

283

284.

1,67'9

1,517

1-027

1,279

t.,216

322 1,444

3

(.4.4%) (22.3%) (100.0%)

no

*Unrestricted aid in Ohio includes both "basic Aid" and Disadvantagecf Pupil
. Impact Aid (DPW.

-15 -
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irOm local taxes, while the lowest quintile raised only $413 per pupil

this source.. By contrast, state unrestricted aid per pupil very clearly

favored the districts with lower property wealth per pupil, averaging

only $191 in the highest quintile but $520 in the lowest quintile.

Categorical state and federal grants as a group appear to favor the higher

wealth quintiles, but this relationShip is not strong. The overall

result is seen in the righthand column, where total operating revenue

per pupil varies from $1,679 in the wealthiest quintile down to $1,216

in the poorest quintile. Districts with modest property wealth are thus

at a serious disadvantage ccxpared to wealthier districts, despite the

state's equalization efforts through its unrestricted aid program. The

small share of revenues from unrestricted state aid-compared to the

share from local taxes simply results in little state financial leverage

over the overall revenue distribution.

This contention is supported by the history of Ohio school finance

from 1975 through 1978. During this period the state government increased

substantially its unrestricted aid to districts, and the largest-increases

were targeted on property-poor districts. Despite these efforts, the

distribution total operating revenues became increasingly skewed in favor

of the wealthier districts during this perio.-'
15 The reason for this was

that local tax revenues grew, due almost entlrely to inflation of property

values. Since local tax revenue per pupil is highest in the wealthiest

districts, the growth in this revenue source tended to counteract the

distxibgtional effects of growing state unrestricted aid. Since local

tax revenues were more than double the size of state unrestricted aid,

overall revenue inequality increased slightly over this three-year period'.
16

-16-



State unrestricted aid lacked the leverage to reduce wealth disparities

among Ohio school dis icts, and this lack of leverage has placed Ohio

on an equalization treadVal..
1

B. Alternative ways to gain distributional leverage

We shall examine four ways by which Ohio could, gain leverage over

the distribution of operating revenue and hence escape its equalization

treadmill. They are": (1) a reduction in categorical state aid in order

to finance more unrestricted state aid: (2) a dramatic inerease in state

unrestricted aid financed by new state taxes; (3) a simultaneous increase

in state taxes and reduction in l6cal school property taxes; and (4) di-

version of some school district property tax revenues to the state for

use as unrestricted state aid.

1. Reduction in categorical state aid

Most of the categorical aid received by Ohio school distrix-tp

comes from the state; federal categorical grants represent less than

6% of total operating revenues. If all state categorical aid were

eliminated 'and these funds were used for unrestricted state aid, this

program could enjoy a 68% increase in funding without any new taxes.

The share of district operating revenue accounted far by unrestricted

state aid could rise from 24.4% to 41.1%. This. would represent a

substantial increase in equalization leverage.

This way of increasing the state's leverage is not politically

feasible, however. Moreover, it is a questionable poliLy on equity

grounds. The state's categorical programs are designed in most cases

to help districts cope with the special needs ot handicapped, economically

-17-



disadvantaged, and yocational pupils. Most would argue that taese

needs are real

disiricts meet
Apr-

and that the state has a responsib,ility to help

them. The many supporters of categorical aid would

claim that it would be unfair to pursue equalization objecti

the expense,of handicapped pupils. These considerations sug t that'

state'leverage should not be increased by this means.

2. Tax-financed increase in unrestricted state aid

In recent years there have been se ral prominent proposals in Ohio to

raise the rates of state taxes in order to crease sharply

funding of state unrestricted aid to school distr cts. he

the

question

to be considered here is whether such a sharp increas in state

unrestricted aid without altering the losal tax reve ues of districts

could substantially redistribu&revenues toward Ohio' ffeerally

disadvantag- disyicts.

We have developed a computer model to simulate the effects of

various school. finance policies, and our siAlations indicate that

this policy of simply raising the level of state unrestricted aid

has me.a. little impact on the overall distribution of revenues among

districts. Ev-a rather dramatic increases in state aid prove to

reduce inequities only slightly. The reason is that continued heavy

reliance on local property tax revenue at the district level continues

to dominate the overall revenue picture even when state unrestricted

aid is increased greatly. Thi. s policy simply fails to gain the lever-

age needed for the state to accomplish substantial equity improve-

ments.

-18-
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This c2nclusion.,is based on our simulation of sharp increases

in Ohies dnrestricted aid over a three-year period between 1978 and

194. The overall district revenue increases that could result are

shown in Table 5. The table presents the actual school district

operating revenues in 1978 by source, and 4lso presents three

alternative revenue levels for 1981. The lowest of the three

projections for 1981 assumes that state unrestricted aid will total

$1177 million, which is at least $100 million above the level pro-

vided for in current legislation. AtEaining this leverof unre-

. stricted state aid in 1981 would mean that this component of aid

had grown by an average of over 17% per year since 1978. This is a

rapid rate of increase of state aid by historical standards. The

middle projection asoumes $1671 million in state unrestricted aid,

which implies an average growth in Ehis revenue source of 32% per

year since 1978. The highest projection assumes $2,171 million in

state unrestricted aid, implying an average growth rate of.44% per

year since 1978.. This highest level projection would require at

least $1 billion more from the state's general revenue fund than

is currently projected to be available for state unrestricted aid

in 1981. -Higher state taxes would clearly bd required to raise

this additional revenue.

Table 5 also presents projections for local tax revenue and

categorical grants that appear realistic, given current law.
17

Since

all of the three projected levels of state unrestricted aid are

much higher than current funding authority would permit, they all

increase the share of state unrestricted aid in the overall finance

-19-
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Table 5
.

Three Alternative Levels of

Unrestricted State Aid kn 1981

1978
Actual
Revenues

-.

..

1981 Projected Revenues with Sjt1Unrestricted

Aid of , lk

$1,171 mill. $1,671 mill. $2,171 mill.

Revenue
in .

$m111.

2 of
Total

Revenue
in

$mill.

% of
Total

Revenue
in

$mill.

% of
Total

Revenue
in

$mill.

% of
Total

. Unrestricted
State Aid

. Categorical State
and Federal Aid ,\

Local Tax
Revenue

730

668

1,597

24.4

22.3

53.3

le'

1,171

903

1,880

29.6

22.8

47.6

1,671

903

1,880

37.5

20.3

42.2

2,171

903

r
1,880

43.8

18.2

.

38.0

/

. Total Operating '
Revenue

2,994 100.0 3,953 100.0 4,453 100.0 4,953 100.0



"'"44vystem. This share could rise from 24.4% in 1978 to either 29.6%,

or 41%8%, depending on the projection.chosen. Another impli-

Cation of theee projections is that they-perMit rapid increases in

overall operating revenue per pupil in Ohio school districts. The

aVerage annual growth in total operating revenue per pupil between

1978 and 1981 would be 13.5%, 18.0%, or 22.2%, depending on the

alternative chosen. There may be a serious question as to whether

such large in eases in overall funding are appropriate, but that

issue will(not be examined here

The modest distributional

increaes are shown in Table 6.

effects of these sharp state aid

This table shows that in 1978

the wealthiest quintile of school districts contained ZO% of Ohio

pupils but captured 23.3% of all operating revenues. By contrast,

the pooreat quintile of districts captured only 16.8% of the total

operating revenues. Under the three projections the share captured

by the poorest quintile would rise only modestly to 17.07., 17.2%,

or 17.4% in 1981. It should be understood that the three 1981

projectirs all assume essentially the same state unrestricted aid

formula 4s currently used. If the distribution formula were altered
C.

substantially, slig.htly more equalization could be achieved than is

shown in Table 6.

The chief obstacle to reducing inequities in,the distribution of

operating revenue is the continued heavy reliance on local tax revenue.

Without a provision to alter the role of local tax revenue, the

sharp increases in state aid examined here simply fail to gain much

distributional leverage..
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'Table 6

The Distributional Effects of Three Alternative

Levels of Uniestricted State Aid in 1981

Among quintiles of Propert7(9ea1th per Pwil'

Property
Wealth
Per Pupil
Quintiles

Percentage
of Ohio
Pupils in
the Quintile

(%)

Operating Revenue in the Quintile as a Percentage of Statewide

.0perating Revenue

in 1978
(actual)

(%)

. .

in 1981 with Unrestricted State Aid Equal to

$1,171 mill.

(%)

$1,671 mill.

(%)

$2.171 mill.

(z)

Highest

Second

Third

Fourth

-

Lowest

20.0'

20.0

20.0

20.0

20.0

23.3

21.0

21.2

17.7

16.8

22.9

21.0

21.3

17.9 -

17.0

.

22.6

20.9

21.3
.

0.18

17.2

22:4

20.9

21.2

18.1

17.4 ,

All
Districts, 100.0 100.0 '' 100.0 100.0 100.0



3. Simultaneous increase in state aid and reduction in local property
taxes

This third proposal involves a. major restructuring of taxes.

kate tax .rates would be raised to fun4 additional,state unrestricted. .

aid to districts while the local property tax rates would be substantially

fdu

ted. One result would-be to alter sharply the sources of school

trict revenue, cutting the local tax revenue source while raising
. .

state aid. WithoUt doubt this proposal gains the leverage needed to

Rre4uce substantial equity gains.

Although tills proposal succeeds in gaining the desired distri-

butional leverage, it also poses difficulties.. First, a major re-

.

struCturing of state and local taxes coUld have a significant impact

on equity among groups of taxpayers and on the tax climate for

buSiness. The new State tax revenues.would probably be generated by

raising the rates of the state personal income tax, raising the rates

and/or coverage of the state sales tax, or raising the rates of the

state corporate income tax. The reduced property tax rates would

bendfit both individuals and businesses, since about half of thid
0

tax base is business property. The net effects of these changes

would depend on which state taxes were raised, but it is possible

that there would be a net shift of the tax burden away from businesses

and toward high-income individuals. Complex issues of tax policy

would be raised, and controversy and uncertainty would abound. A

second difficulty would be the likelihood that new state tax revenues

would be shared between elementary-secondary education and other state

services. This suggests that for every additional dollar provided

-23-
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in stSte aid to school districts the state might well need to raise

its tax revenues by $2 or $3.

Returning attention to school districts, an important feature

of this proposal is the continuation of some local property tax revenues

for districts. This protects the districts from completely losing

control of their levels of financing. Those districts that des.ire

superior programs could still have them if they are willing to

approve property tax millage. Of course, this means that some dis-

parities among districts would persist. Districts with great con-

cintration of business propft.ty wealth could continue to finance

superior school programs withAlply a very modest property tax mil:loge

rate.

4. Property tax diversion

This last proposal, like the prior one, is deqigned to simultaneously

increase state unrestricted aid and reduce local tax revenue. The

difference is that in this case the tax structure is retained as it

is. No new state taxes are required, and the property tax rates are

not reduced. Instead, a portion of the property tax revenues currently

levied and retained by school districts would be diverted into the

fund for state unrestricted aid. Taxpayers would not be directly

affected, since they would pay the property tax just as before.

Some of the property tax revenues levied for current school operation,

would simply be redirected. The tax revenues of other local govern-

ments would not be diverted, nor would those school levies for bond

issues and debt retirement.
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Property tax diversion would.produce great leverage over the dis-

tribution of operating revenues among districts. Table 7 shows the

extent to which the relative shares of local tax revenue and state

unrestrictea aid would be altered by property tax diversion. This

table presents figures for two alternative tax diversion plans: in

one plan the tax revenues from tangiblA personal business property

are diverted to the state; the other plan involves diverting the

tax revenues from all'business property to the state. In both

cases it is ass d that all tax rates in all districts remain

unchanged after tax diversion, so,that the total operating revenue

available to Ohio school'distrtpts remains constant. Tax diversion
4.

raises the share of revenues being distributed through state unre-

stricted aid from the ac&kal 1978 level of 24.4% to either 44.1% or

54.7%,-.depending on whether tax revenues on business property are

partially or fully diverted. Corresponding to this is a sharp reduction

in the local tax revenue share from 53.3% to either 33.6% or 24.0%.

The principal advantage of tax diNiersion is that it gives state

government the leverage needed to redistribute revenues ariong

districts without imposing new state taxes. In addition, tax

diversion need not alter the patterns of tax liability among different

A groups of taxpayers, as would occur if state taxes were raised while

property taxes were lowered. Another advantage of property tax

diva,rsion is that if 111 or some business property is subject to.

diversion, 4he greatest source of disparity among districts is directly

eliminated. Business property is mare unevenly distributed among

Ohio School districts than is residential property.. Equalization
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Table 7

-The Impact of Proecrty Tax Diversion on the

Sources of School District Operating\Revenue

School
District
Revenue
Source

.-...,...------.-

(--#.

Percentage Share Accounted for by Each Revenue

Source

1978
Actual

(%)

1978 With Diversion to State Basic Aid Fund

of Tax Revenues from

Tangible Personal
Property

(%)

All Business
Property

(%)

1. Local Tax
Revenue

2. Unrestricted
Stite Aid

3- Categorical StZte
and Federal Aid

53.3

.24.4

22.3

33.6

44.1

22.3

24.0

54.7

21.3

.

4. Total Operating
Revenue

.
100.0 100.0

.

100.0
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among districts can thus be enhanced in two ways: the local tax

revenues retained by the districts after tax diversion would be

relatively evenly distributed among districts; and the diverted tax

revenues would permit a substantial increase in the one state aid

program that has always been designed to reduce.inequities.

Similar to the third proposal, property tax diversion permits a

continuation of state categorical aid at present levels. It also permits

a reduced but still substantial role for local tax revenue. Districts

would retain the tax revenues on residential property, and so

districts that want a superior school program could have it by

approving sufficient property tax millage. Thus the financial

discretion of school districts would be reduced but not eliminated

under the property tax diversion proposal.

We have considered four proposals by which the state could gain

leverage over the distribution of revenues among districts. All four

proposals would meet great political resistance, since they would involve

'reducing the levels funding in some districts. The proposal to reduce

categorical aid seems most doomed to failure, however, and perhaps for

good reason. The most orthodox proposal is the plan for a tax-financed

increase in state aid, but we find that this fails to achieve the needed

leverage despite a dramatic cost. The proposal for change in the tax

structure by raising state taxes while also reducing property taxes is

much more effective in producing leverage for the state, but raises

serious issues of taxpayer equity. The property tax diversion proposal

seems to be the least unattract.P% of the four since it gains great dis-
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tributional leverage for the state while not requiring that the overall

level of taxes be raised and not requiring a major redistribution of the

tax burden. This relative attractivIrss of property tax diversion

renders it worthy of detailed consideration as a potential reform

option.

-28-
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IV. Reform Options

In this section we

have empirically tested.

describe the four specific reforms whose effects we

The basic rationale of each reform is presented
411' Pa.

hefe also... These four reforms were chosen for studflecause of their apparent
4

potential to,deal effectively with the existing inequities in Ohio's school

finance system. The first two, adopting a foundation plan and property tax

di4ersion, are designed to reduce the disparities among school district

programs caused by variations in district economic strgngth. The third,

adopting a poverty'factor, seeks to focus additional state aid in districts

where a high'incidence of yoverty requires a relatively high level of spending(

.The fourth reform is the introduction of a cost factor, and this reform

distributes state aid so as to offset the relatil:ely high cost of purchasing

educational resources borne by some districts.

A. Adopt a.foundation plan

The essence of this reform is to replace Ohio's current guaranteed

/ yield plan. for distributing "basic" state aid with a foundation plan. An

important additiohal element of this reform is that it provides an

opportunity to eliminate the various no-iuss guaranteesreceived by

many Ohio school districts under the existing.plan.

Ohio's basic aid program is designed to distribUte non-earmarked

funds to school districts as a supplement to locally-raised tax revenues.

.
This program is also the primary means by which the state has sought to

achieve equity in school fi,nance. The basic itructure of a formula for

Alstributing basic aid is therefOre an important'yquity considration.
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For this reason we shall examine the rationale of each of these two

alternative diztribution plans.

It has been traditional in Ohio, as in most other states; for individual

school districts to raiae a substantial share of their operating revenues

from local taxes. Although full state assumption of school financing

has been adopted in Hawaii and approached or considered in several other

states, there is little support for full state assump Ohio. As

a result, the viable alternative plans for distributing state revenues

to school districts in Ohio are essentially two: a guaranteed yield

plan and a foundation plan. There are, of course, an infinite number

of variations available within each of these general plans for distributing

state basic aid. Ohio relied: on variations of a foundation plan until

1975, when the state adopted the present guaranteed yield plan.

The essential similarity between these two plans is that each is

designed to supplement local tax revenues so hs to offset differences among

districts in economic strength. The essential difference between the

plans is that the level of basic aid is unaffected by district tax

effort 'in a foundation plan, whereas it is varied as a reward for district

tax effort in the suae.çYield plan. Under both 0.41,ns districts are

required to make a minimum tax effort in order to participate in the state

basic aid plan. Under the foundation plan, participating districts are

guaranteed a "foundation" level of combined state-loCal revenues per pupil.

If a district wishes to spend more than the foundation level it may raise

local taxes to do so, but receives no additional state basic aid for its

extra tax effort. Under a guaranteed yield plan the state guarantees a

level of combined state-local yield for each mill of district property tax

-30-
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rate. Districts with above-minimum tax rates receive additiOnal state

basic aid sufficient to guarantee the yield on the additional mills of

talc.

Which of these plans is more equita14.0 The answer to this question

depends largely on how one defines equity. The choice of an equity

standard in turn depends largely on whether one considers public education

to be basically a local or a state re4nsibility.

1. Stress on local responsibility

If one believes that public education is essentially a local matter,

then state aid can be seen as a financial supplement designed to enable

districts to do their jobs more adequately. In this view, state aid

should not inhibit school district findncial autonomy. Local voters

should determine the mierall level of financing of public schools by

their votes on local property taxes for school support.

Most advocates of this vieware aware, however, that district

AOK property wealth varies greatly among districts and contend that it would

be unfair to both voters and school children in poor districts to ignore

the wealth variations. The equity standard that this contention suggests

is called "fiscal natrality," which holds that for each school district

in th!istate, the totel school revenues per unit of educational need

should not depend on the economic strength of the district.
18
This fiscal-

neutrality standard of equity implies that districts making the same tax

effort but having different levels of economic strength should receive

state basic aid so as to permit them an equal level of state-local revenue

per
m
unit of need. It would also be considered equitable for a 64strict

ks,

whose tax effort is relatively low to be left with a relatively low level

of combined revenue per unit of need.
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The guaranteed yield plan curr ntly employed in Ohio is designed

to achieve tile fiscal neuqrality $ andard of equity. Previous research

in Ohio has shown,Jlowever, that d ring the first three years under the

guaranteed yield plan, Ohio neithfir achieved nor even move'd in the direction

of fiscal neutrality.19. In addition, Ohio's guaranteed yeild plan also

fails to provide A2significant incentive for schoolAistricts to raise

their schciol taXlrates.
20Finally, Ohio's official measure of tax effort

has been shown to be defective, so the present basic aid formula fails

. to reward the districts according to their actual tax efforts.
21

These

findingb indicate that the current plan has failed to achieve its own

equity and incentive objectives,,but it is possible that a different

version of a guaranteed yield plan would perform much better in these

respects.

2. Stress on state responsibility

If one believes that public education is essentially a state re-

sponsibility, then the role of state aid to school districts is seen

quite differently. In this view, the overall level of school funding

should be determined by the state legislature, and the funds should be

targeted to the needs of pupils regardless of where in the state the

`clipils reside. The role of individual school districts is to determine

the speciric manner in which funds are allocated, taking local conditions

into account. The local district is also.expected to raise a portion

1

of the school revenues, but local voter Sehavior is not suppose to

determine the level of.basic school services provided in the district.

1

The only role for distict financial autonomy is that districts with

especially great voter support for supplemental school programs may levy
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additional taxes. The statewide funding level is supposed to be "adequate,"

so that only a snall'number of very affluent districts would choose to

supplement the statewide funding level.

Advocates of this View stress that since the public education system

is a statg'responsiliaity, the needs of pupils should be handled equally

throughout the stat . This is a needs-oriented equity standard, and it

is the one-presented earlier in this paper: every public school district
/

/

within the state,Should have equal power to purchase educational resources

per unit of educational need. . State aid to school districts should be

determined by the needs of pupils in the districts, not by irrelevant

factors such as district tax effort. (Some proponents of this needs-

oriented equity standard even question whether "district tax effort" is

a meaningful concept. They argue that it is individual taxpayers that

make tax efforts, not the district as a separate entity. The school

district is simply an aggregation of persons who ar% making various

levels of tax efforts.)

The foundation plan for distributing state basic aid is consistent

with the needs-oriented equity standard. It would thus be reasonable for

those who stress the state's responsibility for public education and

favor a needs-oriented equity standard to prefer a foundation plar. Just

as with a guaranteed yield plan, however, a foundation plan can in reality

fail to achieve its equity goals. Ohio's foundation plan that was

abandoned formally in.1975 had in fact been eroded by such an array of

guarantees t!- t bil975 not one of Ohio's 616 school districts received

the level of basic aid called for by the foundation formula. It was also

widely agreed at the time that Ohio's foundation plan was not needs-oriented

and not equitable.
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Recent experience in Ohio suggests, then, that neither type of state

.

basi6 aid plan is certain to achieve its equity objectives. One may even

wonder whether the equity objectives have been treated in aksomewhat

41

cynical manner by the Ohio General Assembly. Be that as it may, the t o

plans are significantly different in emphasis, at least, when adopted i(

a relatively pure form. Therefore, in future debates over which plan

to adopt it would be appropriate to debate also the differing views of the

state's responsibility for public education and the differing equity

standards.

The equity standard adopted for this paper is consistent with a

foundation plan but not with a guaranteed yield plan, since the standard

stresses state responsibility for the financing levels of the various

school districts. The guaranteed yield plan's state aid xeward for tax

effort violates our equity standard by sending basic aid to districts

in response to a factor unrelated to the educational need in the district.

For this reason,one of the reforms chosen for empirical examination is

the adoption of a foundation plan.

B. Adopt property tax diversion

The rationale for diverting some property tax revenues from school

districts to the state's basic aid fund is that this permits a substantial

reduction in the existing financial inequities without raising the overall

level of state-local taxes. By diverting property tax revenue to the

state the disadvantage suffered by districts with modest wealth and

modest personal income would be reduced as local tax revelues were partly

replaced by state unrestricted aid. Wile the local tax revenues are

dependent on the district's economic strength, unrestricted state aid can

-34-
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be distributed according to the district's need for educational resources.

Thus property tax diversion should be able to reduce inequities caused

by the disparities among districts in property wealth per pupil, peqsonal

incomes, and the proportion of property owned bY businesses.

There are, however, several alternative versions of property tax

diversion. First, the taxes that are diverted to the state could be

those levied on certain classes of property. Alternatively, the state

could divert a certain uniform percentage of eaqh district's property,

tax revenues,-or it could divert the revenue from.a certain uniform number

of mills on each district's whole property tax base. If it were decided

to divert the revtes from certain classes of property, there woul4 be

at least three plausible options: (1) divert tax revenues from all

tangible personal property; (2) divert tax revenues from all tangible

personal an4,real business property but not from residential and agri-

cultural real property; or (3) divert tax revenues from all property

except residential real property. Another option would be to divert

all district property tax revenue tO the state, but this implies full

assumption of school financing by the state--an unrealistic notion in

Oh

If it is decided to divert revenues from certain classes or property,

here are two quite different ways to set the tax rates applying to those

classes of property subject to tax diversion. One alternative is to tax

the diverted classes of property at a statewide uniform rate. If this is

done, the uniform rate could be set so that total statewide revenues xiale

1
what they would have been under the various district rates levied before

tax diversion. This would assure that the overall tax burden ,on ownerq
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of the property subject to diversion would not be affec'ted by tax diversion.

Alternatively, the statewide rate could be set by the General Assembly

or by a referendum. an either case, a uniform tax rate on the property

subject diversion would alter the tax liabilities of most owners of

these classes.of property. Those located in districts whose millage rate

had been below the new statewide rate would find their tax liabilities

rising. Tax liabilities would,fall for ttiose in districts whose tax

rates had been above the new statewide rate.

The second general way to set tax rates on the.property subject to

tax diversion is to retain in every district the tax rate that had been

levied before diversion. This would mean, for instance, that a district

that had been levying 40 mills before tax diversion would continue to

levy 40 mills on both the property that is not subject to tax diversion

and the property that is. It would also mean that Ohio taxpayers who

'-

own property subject to tax diversion would all be supporting the state

basic aid fund but would be paying tax rates thp vary from one district

to the next.

This proposal.to retain district-determined tax rates on the pro-

perty subject to tax diversion raises an interesting issue of taxpayer

equity. If all owners of property subject to tax diversion throughout

the state were supporting the state's basic aid fund, shouldn't they all

pay the same tax rate? It would appear that retaining district-determined

rates on the property subject to tax diversion would violate a traditional

standard of taxpayer equity.

Those who favor retaining the district-determined rate.; argue that

tixpayer equity requires that all taxpayers in a school district pay
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the same tax rate in support of public education, even if some of the

revenues will be diverted to the state basi fund. Advocates also

stress the fact that by retaining the district-determined rates, no tax-

payers would have their tax liabilities altered by property tax diversion.

This would presumably reduce much of the political oppoSition to tax

diversion.t In addition, this would eliminate the (probably remote)
.

possibility that some business would be induced to relocate outside of Ohio

in order to avoid an increase in its property tax berden.

Notice that the total revenues diverted into the state's basic aid

fund would be the same whether the varying tiistrict tax rates were

retained or a uniform statewide rate were applied to the'property subjecc

to tax d- The ispue of uniform or district-determined rates,

then, is o issue of the proper pattein of liability among taxpayers

rather than an issue. of the proper level or distribution of state aid to

school districts.

There are also several ways to implement a property tax diversion

plan.1 Onp way would be to adopt the new plan and simply put it fully

into effect at once. Although some districts would suffer a reduction in

total operating revenue per pupil, they would not be given even temporary

special aid. Another way would be to adopt the plan but include provision

of a permanent no-loss guarantee to those districts that would otherwise

suffer a decline in total operating revenues. This no-loss guarantee

could be specified in terms of total operating revenue or in terms of

operating revenue Les pupil. In the latter case, a district with declining

enrollment would be permanently guaranteed no reduction in operating revenue

per pupil below the pr-diversion level, but total operating revenue could

fall with enrollment.
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A third way of implementing property tax diversion would be to

'offer temporary, transitional aid to distticts adversely affected-1r

property tax diversion. The.rati naie for this is thai while these

dLstricts do not deserve special tr.,atment on a permanent basis they

ought to be given Lime co adjust to their new financial constraints.

thiz temporary guarantee could be hased on total revenue or on

lperating.cevenue per pupil. A plausible way to offer this transitional

aid would be to guarantee thac no district's operating revenue per pupil

in 'Ale first year will fall below 90% of the pre-diversion level. This

guarantee could automatically fall to 80% in the second year, 70% in the

third year, etc.

There are, then, a wide al.ray of options for structuring tax

diversion, setting tax rates on the property subject to diversion, and

implementing a tax diversion plan. Only some of these alternatives have

been selected foVempirical analysis, and only some of the more interesting

findings will be reported in this paper. The two tax diversion structures

studi-ed are: "full" tax diversion of "business" property, defined as

all classeslof property except residential and agricultural real,property;

and "partial" taif diversion, in which only tangible personal business

property is subject to tax diversion. In addition, the study includes

two ways of setting tax rates on the ptoperty subject to diversion: a

uniform statewide rate that yields the same total revenue as was generated

from this property before diversion; and retention of the existing,

district-determined tax Tates. Finally, the study will consider

implementing the tax diversion plan with (1) no guarantee for adversely

affected districts, and (2) transitional guarantees based on a declining
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percentage of the district's pre-diversion operating revenue per

pupil.

C. Adopt a poverty facto,-

This reform proposal involves including a poverty factor within the

formula for distributing state unrestricted aid to school districts.

The poverty factor would reflect the poverty incidence in each school

district, and would target more aid to districts with a high poverty

incidence, other factors being equal. The rationale for a poverty factor

is that it roughly measures the extra unitS of educational need in a

district that result from the challenges of educating pupils in economically

disadvantaged neighborhoodb. It was argued earlier that since Ohio

school districts with high poverty incidence are currently at a serious

financial disadvantage, additional state unrestricted aid should be

directed to these districts to reduce this inequity.

In principal, a poverty factor could take any of several alternative

forms. Poverty could be measured in various ways, and the measure chosen

could be weighted more or less heavily in the state aid formul.a. Only

one poverty factor will be studied here, and the choice of it is based

on estensive statistical research reported elsewhere.
22

The measure of

poverty incidence chosen is the percentage of pupils in a district who

receivewelfare (more precisely, Aid to Dependent Children). Educators

.
believe that in neighborhoods with many poor families, each pupil

presents more need for educational services than does each pupil in

other neighborhoods. In addition, districts with a high-poverty incidence

"must pay a premium to attract and retain teachers and other school
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personnel. These financial effects of poverty seem to depend upon the

extent of the poverty in the school district. For instance, a district

with a 3% poverty incidence appears not to suffer a discernable dis-

advantage when comp ed to a district with no poverty. The financial

effects of poverty appear substantial in districts with over a 5% poverty

incidence, however. Some districts have a poverty incidence so high

that the nature of their problems seems more severe, in addition to their

having more problems. For instance, a district with a 30% poverty

incidence must pay a premium to its staff that is much more than double

the premium paid by a district with a 15% poverty incidence.
23

These observations suggest the need to measure a district's units

of educational need by weighting its enrollment according to its poverty

incidence, and to increase the weight for districts where the poverty

incidence is especially high. The statistical evidence on the financial

effects of poverty does not indicate precis .ly what the weighting

formula should be. The formula developed for this study is, however,

quite defensible. It assigns three tiers of weights to disadvantaged

pupils. Those disadvantaged pupils who fall below 5% of the district's

total enrollment are assigned a weight of .0 each (i.e., they receive

no extra or special weight compared to other pupils). Disadvantaged

pupils between 5% and 15% of the district's total enrollment are assigned

a weight Of 1.5 each. Finally, disadvantaged pupils over 15% of the

district's total enrollment are assigned a weight of-2.0 each.
24

This

three-tier weighting formula is illustrated in Table 8. The poverty-

weighted pupil enrollment is then adjusted in the usual manner to arrive

at a full time equivalent enrollment, 'and this becomes the measure /f each

district's need for educational services.
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Table 8

Illustration of the Three-tier Formula Used to

,

y_y.t[easvmvPtmvrt-ElshSedEaELLRIEEa.lmEgt

Enrollment Information

.

Total Enrollment

Number of Disadvantaged Pupils

Percent4e of Pupils
Disad taged

Poverty-weighted Pupil
Enrollment

Five.Hypothetical

------A-11-3-77-1-D-7-
School Districts

.
100

0

0%

100

,

100

4

4%

100

100

9

9%

.

102

100

18

18%

108

100

36

362
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Note that no adjustment has been made for pupils with various sorts

of.physical and emotional handicaps. In principle the weighting formula

should include these pupils, but we have chosen to avoid this complex

task. It may be that only modest damage results from this omissic since

the incidence of physical handicaps among districts is not an uneven as

is the incidence of poverty. In addition, the largest special education

program in Ohic. that for the educable mentally retarded, is most .

widely used tn those districts with a relatively high incidence of

poverty.
25 For these reasons the measure of educational need used in this

study gives special weight only to economically disadvantaged pupils.

This three-tier poverty factor serves to increase the number of

'weighted pupils, or units of educational need, assigned to districts in

which the poverty incidence exceeds s%. In a foundation plan for dis-

tributing unrestricted state aid, the state guarantees a foundation

level of combined local tax revenue and unrestricted state aid per

weighted pupil. Since the poverty factor increases the total of

weighted pupils in the state, the foundation level would need to be

adjusted downward upon introduction of tas factor in order to remain

within a tven budget for total unrestricted state aid. Thus the

distribution of state unrestricted aid would alter in favor of high-
.

poverty districts and against others.

Ohio currently distributes a modest level of state aid to poverty-

impacted districts through its Disadvantaged 1 Impact Aid (DPIA)

program. The DPIA distribution formula is entirely separate from that

for basic aid, and the DPIA program has been developed in an ad hoc'

fashion. If a poverty factor were adopted as part of the basic aid

'

I.
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formula it shculd replace DPIA. In our empirical analysis of the poverty

factor we shall compare the actual pattern of revenues in 1978 to

the pattern that would have resulted in 1978 by distributing Lii state

unrestricted aid (the 1978 funds in both state basic aid and DPIA) by

a foundation formula with a poverty factor.

ILV. Adopt a cost factor

This reform consists of introducing a cost factor into the. formula

by which unristricted-state aid is distributed. The'cost factor would

.

reflect the variation among districts in their cost of purchasing educational-

resources. A cost index would be calculated for each district, and the '

index would operate so as to channel more unrestricted state into dis-

tricts with relatively hi0 costs, other factors being equal.

The rationale for a cost factor is that districts facing high costs

of purchasing educational res_urces need more revenues than do other

districts in order to purchase the same quantity and quality of, educa-

tional resources. As was argued,',earlier, the most significant and

variable cost for districts is the cost of personnel. ',-Districts located

in counties where the all-industry average weekly wage is relatively

high must pay relatively high salaries in order to attract and retain

an adequate staff. For example, a salary budget of $100,000 might

permit the hiring of 8 teachers in a district where area wages arq,

relatively low but might permit the hiring of only 6 or 7 teachers in

a district where area uages are higher. For the districts to have an

equal power to purchas educational resources, the iistrfct located in

the high-wage area should have more revtnues. The statistical evidence

cited earlier has shown a significant cost disaavantage that has not been
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fully offset by increased revenue in the distri ts facing high costs.

For each district, a cost index or factor is cilculated as follows:

(Cost ) teramte in District's County :/) +1

Factor Average Wage in 5 Lowest-Wage Counties
1 x

4;)

where "n" can be varied to alter the strength of the cost factor. To

illustrate, suppose a school district is located in a county where the all-

industry/Average weekly wage is $240. Suppose also that the average wage

in the five lowest.,wage counties is $160. If the variable n is set

equal to 1, the cost factor for this district would equal 1.5. This

means that the cost of purchasing resources 4n this district is consideted

to be 50% greater than it is in the lowest-wage areas of the state. If

the variable n were set at 2, the cost factor for this district would

be only 1.25. This would imply that the district faces costs only

25% higher than faced by districts in low-wage areas. The value of n

determines the strength of the cost factor, and it should be set so that

the financial impact of high area wages on the district is properly

weighted. The statistical evidence does not permit a precise determina-

tion of the proper weighting of the cost factor, so three alternative

weightings have been exatened in this study: (1) a weight of 25%

(where n 4, so l/n .0 1/4 257); (2) a weight of cO% (where n = 2,

so l/n 1/2 sr 50%); and (3) a weight of 80% (where n 1.25, so l/n *

4/5 .0 80%).

On theoretical grounds the most plausible weight is 80%, sincE area

wages affect the salaries that a school district must pay and in most

districts salaries represent about 80% of the total expenditure budget.

Using a cost factor weighted at 80% strength, our hypothetical district

cited above would be assigned a cost factor of 1.4. This implies that

!i t)
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since the wages in the area are 50% above the wages in the low-wage areas,

this district's expenditure budget mnst be 4,0% Above the budget of a

district in a low-wage area in order to purchase equal educational

resources.

E. The most plausible reform package

Although ail four of the reforms and their variations have been

studied empirically, it may be_useful to indicate which combination of

reforms appears Iaost plavsible on theoretical grounds before examining

the empirical finaings. The reform package that looks most responsive

to the existing inequities in Ohio school finance is a foundation plan

with full diversion of taxes from all business property to the state,

with a three-tier poverty factor, with an 80% strength cost factor, and

with transitional guarantees for adversely affected districts. In the

next section we shall analyze the distributional effects of this reform

package, but we will also study the effects of each individual reform

separately and of other possible combinations of reforms.



V. Distributional Effects of the Reform Options

A. Method of testing the distributional effects

Past school finance reforms have no, tlways had the effects intended.

For this reason it is prudent to test thu effects of a reform before

enacting it. The reforms considered in this study have been tested by

use of computer simulation. The basic purpose of this simulation is to

determine how revenues would be digtributed among school districts if

various specific reforms were instituted. A simulation model has been

constructed that permits a variety of specific changes in the distribution

of state aid and a range of property tax diversion options. Data were

initially gathered on the revenues of Ohio school districts for 1978

(1977-78 school year), and these data were later updated to 1979 and 1980.

Since the 1978 data were the most complete and accurate available, the

simulations reported here are all based on the 1978 data. The model

does permit one to enter revenue and enrollment projections for future

years, and Otis option has been used to simulate projections of the

reforms from 1978 through 1981.

The computer simulation model, data, ani program developed at The

Academy for Contemporary Problems have been made available to the

Education Review Committee of the Ohio General Assembly for its continuing

analysis of school finance reform options. The Appendix of this report

contains part of the Users Manual for operation of the simulation

program. This appendix offers the reader an oppprtunity to study the

power and limitations of the simulation program.
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The simulation program reports the total opetAting revenues (broken

dawn by source) for every one of Ohio's 616 school districts under each

alternative reform option. The program also facilitates analysis of the

revenue effects by grouping districts in various ways and by showing the

average tevenue effects of the reform on each group of districts. For

instance, in one analysis the districts are ranked from high to law

property wealth per pupil and then divided into five groups, or quintiles.

Each quintile contains districts with 20% of Ohio's pupils, and the first

quintile includes the districts with the highest property wealth per

pupil, etc.. For each quintile the averve revenue per pupil is

simulated for the reform option under study, and this figure is compared

to the actual 1978 figure for.that quintile. This permits the analyst

to determine how the reform option would affect the distribution of

,

revenues among-districts of varying property wealth pertpupil. Quintile
it

analysis is also used to study the pattern of revenues a ng districts

T
according to the personal income of residents, the poverty incidence in

the districts, and the cost of purchasing educational resources. In

each of these cases the districts are ranked by the characteristic chosen

(e.g. poverty incidence) and grouped into quIntiles. In addition to

quintiles, Ohio school districts have been divided into four classes

based on the nature of the community served by the district. These

classes are: central city; satellite city; independent city; and rural.

The computer program reports the average revenue per pupil (broken down

by revenue source) for each district class for each reform option.

The computer simulation program also calculates an index of inequality,

and compares this index for each reform option with the actual level of
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the index in 1978. This index is a statistic known as the coefficient

of variation, and it is applied to the figures fol purchasing poufer per

unit of educational need for the districts. If a given reform option

were to produce a completely equal level of purchasing power per unit

of educational need in every district the index of inequality would be

zero. This would indicate complete attainment of the equity standard.

By comparing the index for the 1978 actual situation with its value under

a simulated reform option one can determine to what extent.the reform

reduces the overall inequality in the distribution of.purchasing power

per unit of educational need.

For each reforM egtion or reform combination studied,.the distri-

4butional effects,have bee examined in terms of various quintile groupings,

class e&district, and the overall index of inequality.

B. Effects on-the Distribution of School District Revenues

The effects of the reforms will be considered by first examining

each reform separately. In each case the actual 1978 distribution of

operating revenue will be compared with the distribution that would have

occurred if only that one reform had been implemented in 1978. The

reforms are assumed to generate no new revenues, so the only effects

of the reforms are to change the way the 1978 revenues are distributed

among school districts. After reviewing the effects of each reform

separately, they will be combined in several ways and the combinations

will be studied. Finally, Se ral of the Arorm combinations will be

projected into future years to determine whether revenue growth over

time affects the distribetional impact of the reforms.
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1. A foundaridn plan

The primary reason for replacing the guaranteed yiela plan with a

foundation plan is to eliminate the state aid reward received by districts

with relatively high millage rates. Since the primary determinant of a

distTict's mIllage rate is the level of personal income of its residents,
26

adopting a foundation plan would eliminate the state aid reward that has

gone mainly to Ohio's high-income school districts. This reform would

succeed, then, to the extent that it reduced the unfair revenue advantage

enjoyed by high-income districts over others.

Table 9 shows this.effect. The table compares the actual distribution

of,1978 operating'revenue per pUpil among personal income quintiles with

the simulated distribution for the case where a "pure" foundation plan

is used. For example, the table snows that the highest income quintile

actually averaged $1,723 in operating revenue per pupil in 1978, compared

to only $1,216 in the lowest income quintile, and compared to a state

average operating revenue per pupil of $1,444.

For the present we shall focus attention on the column of Table 9

that shows the percentage change in revenue i.ftien a "pure" foundation

plan is adopted without property tax diversion. This "pure" foundation

plan is simply one with no guarantees for wealthy districts, and no

poverty or cost factors in the formula. Notice that this reform does

have the designed impact, since it reduces the operating revenue per

pupil in the highest income quintile and raises revenue in the two

lowest income quintiles. While the percentage changes are modest,

adopting the foundation plan does serve to reduce the revenue disparity

that is linked to variation in personal income levels among school districts.



Table 9

Effects of Adopting a Pure Feundation Plan

.

on the Distribution of Total Operating Revenue

per Pupil Among Personal Income Quintiles
.

Personal
Income
Quintiles

,

Actual 1978
Total Operating

Revenue
per Pupil

($)

Percentage Change in Revenue per Pupil from

1978 Level Due to Adopting a Pure Foundation

Plan:

Without
1

Tax
Diversion

(%)

With Partial
Tax

Diversion
(I)

With Full
Tax

Diversion
(%)

Highest

Second '

Third

Fourth

Lowest

1,723

1,598

1,399

1,273

1,216

-2

0

-1

+1

+3

-4

-3

+5

+8

-7

-6

/
-2

+7

+12

All Districts 1,444 0 0 0
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Table 10 shows the extent to calich adopting a pure foundation plan

reduces the wealth-related revenue disparity among Ohio school districts.

The coluomti that shows the impact of a foundation plan without tax

diversion indicates that this reform would take revenue away from the

wealthiest quintile and distribute this revenue to less wealthy districts.

This effect of a foundation plan is clearly consistent with the equity

standard, although the magnitude of the redistribution is quite modest.

It is important to check the side effects of each reform option.

In the case of the foundation plan, the side effects are shown in

Tables 11, 12, add 13. In Table 11 we observe the effect on the revenue

distribution among quintiles of poverty incidence. The districts with

the highest poverty incidence have the greatest need for operating revenues,

and in 1978 they actually did receive substantially more revenue per

pupil than did other districts ($1,664 compared to the state average of

$1,444). Research has shown, however, that even more revenue is needed

in poverty-impacted districts in order to fully satisfy their special

needs for revenues.
27
T, e column in Table 11 that shows the impact of

the foundation plan without tax diversion indicates that adopting a

foundation plan is very slightly helpful to the districts with the

highest poverty incidence. This side effect of the foundatim plan

would thus present no equity problem.

/

Another side effect of interest is the effect on districts with

a relatively high cost of purchasing educational resources. Our measure

of cost is the all-industry average weekly -age le%e1 in the district's

principal county of location. Thus it is appropriate to examine the

pattern of effect among quintilts of districts ranked by the county
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Table 10
.

Effects of Adopting a Pure Foundation Plan

on the DistributiOn. of Dotal Operating_ Revenue

per Pupil Among Property Wealth_per Pupil Quintiles

.

Property
Wealth
per Pupil
Quintiles

Actual 1978
Total Operating

Revenue
per Pupil.

($)

Percentage Change in Revenue per Pupil from

1978 Level Due to Adopting a Pure Foundation

Plan:

Without
Tax

Diversion
(%)

With Partial
Tax

Diversion
(%)

With Full
TaX

Diversion
(%)

Highest

Second

Third
.

Fourth

Lowest
..

illiiiimINIIIIIII.....unrorrommuirmrommeINnrimmi

1,679

1,517

1,527

,

1,279

1,216

-3

+1
f

+1

+1

0

-10

0

0

+ 6

4- 8

0

-12

(e- 2
.

- 2

+ 8

+12

0
All Districts 1,444 0
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Table 11

Effects of Adopting a Pure Foundation Plan
on the Distribution of Total Operating Revenue

.

per Fupil Amontilloverty Incidence Quintiles

Poverty
Incidence
Quintiles

,

Actual 1978
Total Operating

Revenue
per Pupil

,

.

(0

Percentage Change in Revenue per Pupil from
1978 Level Due to Adoptlig a Pure Foundation
Plan:

Without
. Tax
Diversion

(%)

With Partial
Tax

Diversion
(%)

With Full
Tax

Diversion

(%)

Highest

Second

Third

Fourth

Lowest

1;664

1,421

1,331

1,332

1,467

+1

0

0

0

-2

-1

-1

+2

+2

-2

-4

-1

+4 !

+4

-2

All DistrictsIMEI 0 0 0



weekly wage level. Table 12 presents this pattern. Notice that the

districts located in counties with relatively high wages actually re-

ceived rel. tively high revenue per pupil in 1978. Research shows,

however, that the higher cost of purchasing educational resources in

these districts is not fully offset by the higher revenue, so it would

be desirable to observe even higher revenues in the highest wage quintiles.

Notice that adopting a foundation plan (without tax diversion) has a

slightly harmful side effect here. Revenues fall in the two highest

wage quintiles while the3 rise in the lowest wage quintile. This

appears to be an undesirable side effect:of adopting a pure foundation

plan.

Finally, Table 13 shows the effect of a foundation plan among the

four classes of Ohio selool districts. Since central city districts

have been shown to suffer the nost severe financial problems, it would

be desirable for the reform to aid these districts. The:table shows

that adopting a foundation plan without tax diversion would be of modest

help to central city districts, as well as to the non-metropolitan

(independent city and rural) districts. This side effect of adopting

a foundation plan, then, does not suggest an equity prc7)lem.

In summary, adopting a pure foundation plan would improve the equity

of Ohio's school finance system. Revenue disparities based on unequal

personal incomes and property wealth would be reduced, and'the side

effec-ts of the reform are mostly minor and favorable. The magnitude of

the changes is modest, however. Dramatic improvemcnts in equity are not

attainable if the only reform adopted is a pure foundation plan.



Table 12 4

Effects of Adoptinl a Pure Foundation Plan
on the Distribution of Total Operating Revenue
per Pupil Among County Weekly Wage Quintiles

County
Weekly
Mage
Quintiles

Actual 1978 k,

Total Operating
Revenue
per Pupil

($)

Percentage Change in Revenue per Pupil froin
1978 Level Due to Adopting a Pure Foundation
Plan: ,

Without
Tax

Diversion
(%)

With Partial
Tax

Diversion
(%)

With Full
Tax

Diversion
(%)

Highest

Second

Thivd

Fourth

Lowest

1,736

1,486

' 1,430

1,339

1,209

-2

-1

+1

0

+3

-6

-1

+I

+2

+8

-9

-2

fr.l.

*4

+11

All Districts 1,444 0 0 0
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Table 13 .

Effects of Adopting a Pure Foundation Plan

on the Distribution of Total OpssAttrajtAlme

per Pupitl Among Pour Classes of Ohio School Districts

.

District
Class

Actual 1978
Total Operating

Revenue
per Pupil

($)

,

Percentage Change in Revenue per Pupil from

1978 Level Due to Adopting a Pure Foundation

Plan:

Without
Tax

Diversion
(%)

With Partial
Tax

Diversion

(2)

-1

With Full
Tax

, Diversion
al /

-4Central City
Districts

/
.

1,641

Satellite
City

Districts

1,539 -2 -4 -6

Independent
City

Districts

,

1,308 +1 +2 +4

1

,

+11Rural
Districts

1,233 +2 +7

All Districts 1,444 0 0 0



2. Property tax diversion
%

The primary purpose of tax diversion is to permit a sharp reduction

in the revenue disparity among districts that is due to variations in

district property wealth per pupil. Tax diversion will accomplish this

purpose to the extent that it reduces the revenue advanftage,of the high-
./

wealth quintiles of districts over the low-wealth quintiles. It will

also be of interest to examine whether the choice of tax diversion

alternative affects the distributional impact of diversion. Spec41ical1y,

we will compare "full" property qtrir diversion, in which all business
%

property tax revenues are diverted to the state, with "partial" tax,

diversion, in which only tangible personal business property tax revenue

is so diverted.

The impact of tax diversion on wealth quintiles is shown in Table 10.

Notice the very substantial impact of tax diversion, whether partial or

full. Under full tax diversion, the highest wealth quintile would suffer

a 12% decline in operating revenue per pupil, while the lowest wealth

quintile wluld gain I. Partial tax diversion also accomplishes substantial

equalization, though less than is attained with full tax diversion.

Table 9 shows that property tax diversion also reduces the ievenue

disparity due to variation in personal fncome. The hig icome districts

suffer substantial losses, permitting large revenue gait.* in the low-income

districts. This is especially apparent in the case of full tax diversion,

where the lowest income quintile enjoys a 12% incl.-ease in operating

revenue per pupil.

Property tax diversion also has significant and harmful side effects.

It tends to reduce revenues in districts facing high costs, in districts

-57-
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with a high poverty incidence, and in central city district,. These

side effects of property tax diversion can be seen in Tables 11, 12, and

13. The most serious problem is found in the districts'located in

high-wage counties, as is shown in Table 12. The highest wage quintile

suffers a 9% reduction in revenue from full tax diversion, while the

districts in the lowest wage counties gain 11%. This side effect is in-

consistent with the equity standard, and its mag4tude is significant.

Table 11 shows that tax diversion also has an adverse side effect on
to

poverty-impacted districts, The highest poverty quintile experiences

a 4% revenue loss due to full tax diversion, although under partial tax

diversion the loss is insignificant. Table 13 shows that tax diversion

has an adverse side effect on central city districts, while offering

substantial benefits to the non-metropolitan (independent city and rural)

districts. Given the sev!rity of current revenue problems in most

central city districts, this side effect of property tax diversion can

hardly be ignored.

In summary, property tax diversion does possess the le. .rage to ,

produce a substantial change in the.distribution of revenue among

school districts. Furthermore, it succeeds in significantly reducing

revenue disparities related to variations among districts in both wealth

per pupil and personal income. Property tax diversion has adverse side

effects, however, and the harm it brings to high cost, high poverty, and

cential city districts is serious. It appears that if property tax

diversion were to be adopted, it should be ace:,mpanied by poverty and

cost factors. To these factors we now turn.
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3. Poverty factor

The primary purpose of introducing a poverty, factor into the state's

basic aid distribution formula is to redistribute state aid in favor of

districts highly impacted by poverty. In Ohio poverty is extremely

unevenly distributed among sch.al districts, and as a result the highest

poverty quintile averages 32.5% of their pupils classed as poor while

the poverty incidence drops to 13.9% in the second poverty quintile and

to 6.1% in the third. Given this distribution of poverty, it is appro-

priate to focus- attention on the impact of adopting a poverty factor

on the highest poverty quintile school districts. The poverty factor

will serve its purpose to the extent that it helps the highest poverty

quintile.

The primary impact of adopting the poverty factor is shown in

Table 14. A comparison of the two righthand columns permits an

assessment of the impact of the poverty factor. The highest poverty

quintile does indeed gain. Total operating revenue per pupil for this

group of districts rises 6% with a poverty factor while only 1% without

it. It should be recalled that Ohio already grants unrestricted aid to

poverty-impacted districts through its DPIA program. The rightha.'d

column shows the effect of replacing DPI. with a poverty factor in the

basic aid formula, while the other columns reflect continued reliance

on the DPIA program actually in effect in I97&;. Clearly the poverty

factor has a much more substantial positive effect on poverty-impacted

districts than does the 1978 DPIA program.

The Fide effects of adopting a pol.,rty factor are generally quite

favorable. Table 15 shows the impact of the poverty factor on distri.:tF
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Table 14

Effects of Adopting a Poverty Factor in a Foundation

Plan on the Distribution of Total Operating Revenue

per Pupil Among Poverty Incidence Quintiles

Poverty
Incidence
Quintiles

Poverty
Incidence
in Quintiles
(% of Pupils
Classed Poor)

Actual 1976
Total Operating

.Revenue
per Pupil

Percentage Change in Revenue per
Pupil from 1978 Level Due co
Adopting a Foundation Plan
(without tax diversion):

Without a
Poverty Factor

With a
Poverty Factor

Highest

Second

Third

Fourth

Lowest

32.53

13.94

6.12

3.55

1.56

1,664

1,421

1,331

1,332

1,467

+1

0

0

0

-2

+6

0

-1

--.
-1

-4

it

All
Districts 11.58 1,444 0 0
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Table 15

Effects of Adopting a Poverty Factor in a Foundation
Plan on the Distribution of Total Operating Revenue

per Pupil Among County Weekly Wage Quintiles

County
Weekly
Wage
Quintiles

Actual 1978
Total
Operating
Revenue
per Pupil

($)

Percentage Change in Revenue per Pupil fram 1978
Level Due to Adopting a Foundation Plan (without,
tax diversion):

Without a
Poverty Factor

(%)

With a
Poverty Factor

(%)

Highest

Second

Third

Fourth

Lowest

1,736

1,486

1,430

1,339

1,209

-2

-1

+1

0

+3

0

-1

+1

-1

+1

All
Districts 1,444 0 0



with relatively high costs of purchasing educational resources. The

districts located in counties where the all-industry weekly wage level

is highest face the highest costs, and these districts are in the highest

wage quintile. Adopting the poverty factor is helpful to the highest

cost districts, since they would suffer a revenue reduction of 2% with .

a foundation plan without a poverty factor but would suffer no reduction

when the poverty factor is introduced. The reason for this favorable

side effect is that most of the poverty-impacted districts are located

in high-wage counties.

Another favorable side effect of the poverty factor ii its impact

on Ohio's central city school districts. This side effect is presented

in Table 16. Note that whereas the central city districts would gain

only 1% in operating revenue per pupil without a poverty factor, these

districts would gain 5% with the poverty factor. Although Ohio's current

MIA program was designed o help central city districts, the poverty

factor is a much more powerful means of distribut ng unrestricted state

aid to tliese districts.

The side effect of a poverty factor on districts by varying wealth

per pupil is trivial, as can be observed in Table 17. There is simply

no significant tendency for the poverty factor to alter the distributicn

of revenues between'the more and less wealthy districts. As a result,

the poverty factor presents no unfavorable equalization side effects.

In summary, the poverty factor would significantly improve the

equity of Ohio school finance. As a replacement for the current basic

aid and DPIA,programs, adopting a,olerty factor in a foundation plan

would enhance the position of the poverty-impacted districts. In addition,
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Table 16

Effects of A4ppting a Poverty Factor in a Foundation'
Plan on the Distribution of Total Operating Revenue
per Pupil Among Four Classes of Ohio School Districts

District
Class

Actual 1978
Total
Operating
Revenue
per Pupil

($).

Percentage Change in Revenue per Pupil from
1978 Level Due to Adopting a Foundation
Plan (without tax diversion):

I Without a ''

Poverty Factor

(%)

With a
Poverty Factor

(%)

Central City
Districts

1,641 +1 +5

Satellite
City
Districts

1,539 -2 -4

Independent
City
Districts

1,308 +1 0
,

.

Rural
Districts

1,233 +2 +1

,

i st icts
1,444 0 0



Table 17

_Eges.cssstinaFol_&;my_i'actorina Foundation

Plan on the Distribution of Total 0 eratin Revenue

per Pupil Among Property Wealthler Pupil quintiles

Property
Wealth
per Pupil
Quintiles

Highest

Second

Third

Fourth

Lowest

All
Districts

m

Actual 1978
Total
Operating
Revenue
,per Pupil

$ )

Percentage Change in Revenue per Pupil from

1978 Level Due to Adopting a Foundation

Plan (without a tax diversion):

Without a
Poverty Factor

(%)

111,011.111.

With a
Poverty Factor

(%)

1,679 -3

1,517 +1

1,527 +1

1,279 +1

1,216 0

-3

+2

+3

0

-1

1,444
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the side effects of introducing the poverty factor are favorable in that

both high-cost districts and central city districts are helped.

4. Cost factor

The purpose of-introducing a cost factor into the state's basic aid

formula is to channel sufficient additional aid to districts located in

high-wage areas so as to permit them to .ttain a parity with other

districts in purchasing power per unit of need. The weighting strength

assigned to the cost factor determines how much additional state aid is

focussed on the high-wage districts. As argued above, the most plausible

weighting strength is 80%, but weights of 25% and 50% have been tested

as well.

The primary impact of adopting a cost factor is shown in Table 18.

This table groups the districts by wage quintiles and shows the impact

of the cost factor at three alternative strengths. The cost factor

succeeds in altering the distribution of total operating revenue per

pupil in favor of the higher wage quintiles. For instance, the highest

wage quintile would suffer a 2% reduction if a pure foundation plan were

adopted but would gain 32 with the introduction of a 80%-strength cost

factor. On the other hand, the introduction of an 80%-strength cost

fa(tor redistributes revenue away from the lowest-wage districts (in

the lowest two wage quintiles). A comparison of the various

strength levels con.irms the expected pattern that the higher the strength

of the cost factor the greater the revenue redistribution in favor

of the higher-cost districts.

The side efects of adopting a cost factor are mixed. Favo-able

effects are experienced by poverty-impacted districts and central city

4;



Table 18

Effectd of Adoptinla Cost Factor in a Foundation Plan
on the Distribution of Total Operating Revenue per Pupil

Among County Weekly Wage Quintiles

County
Weekly
Wage
Quintiles

Actual 1978
Total
Operating
Revenue
per Pupil

($)

Percentage Change in Revenue per Pupil from 1978 Level Due to Adopting a

-Foundation Plan (without tax diversion):

With No
Cost Factor

(%)

With a
25%-Strength
Cost Factor

(%)

With a
50%- Strength
Cost Factor

(%)

With an
80%-Strength
Cost Factor

(%) .

Highest 1,736 -2

,

0 +2 +3

Second 1,486 -1 0 +1 +2 ,

Third 1,430 +1 +1 +2 +2

Fourth 1,339 0 -I -2 -3

Lpwest 1,209 +3 -1 -4 -7

All

Districts 1,444 0 0 0 0



districts, as can be observed in Tables 19 and 20. In Table 19 we find

t'-at the distrtcts in the highest poverty quintile are significantly

.
helped by the introduction of the cost factor. In Table 20 we find that

central city districts are significantly helped also, showing a revenue

gain of 4% with the introduction of an 80%-strength cost factor compared

to a gain of only 1% without a cost factor. Notice that satellite city

districts ate also he3ped by the cost factor while the non-metropolitan

(independent city and rural) districts are hurt. This pattern of

impact among the four district classes reflects the fact that area

wages tend td be relatively higher in the metrop61itan areas, in which

both the central city and satellite city districts are located.

The final side effect of the cost lactor is unfavorable to the

equity standard, as is shown in Table 21, This table groups school

districts by property wealth per pupil quintiles, and it shows that the

introduction of a cost factor harms the least wealthy districts while

helping the mos- Jealthy. This tends to widen rather than narrow the .

wealth-generated disparity among school districts.

In summary, the cost factor succeeds in redistributing revenue in

favor of districts located in high-wage areas. This favorable effect

on high-cost districts is accompanied by favorable effects on poverty-

impacted and on metropolitan area (central city and satellite city)

districts. The one equity disadvantage af introducing a cost factor

is that it tends to widen the disparity among high-wealth and low-

wealth d-Istricts. Tbis problem could presumably be solved by combining

a cost factor with property tax diversion. The combined reforms would

be expected to reduce wealth disparitie- on the one hand while helping
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Table 19

Effects of Ado.tin a Cost Factor in a Foundation Plan
.

,

on the Distribution of Total Operating Revenue per Pupil

Among Poverty Incidence Quintiles

Poverty
Incidence
Quintiles

.

4

* Actual 1978
Total
Operating
Revenue
per Pupil

($)

1

Percentage Change in Revenue per Pupil from 1978 Level Due to Adopting a
Foundation Plan (without tax diversion): ,

With No
. Cost Factor

(Z)

With.a
25%-Strength
Cost Factor

(Z)

With a
50%-Strength
Cost Factot

.
.

(Z)

With an
80%-Strength
Cost Factor

(Z)

Highest 1,664 +1
.

+3 +4
P-

+5

Second
i

1,421 0 0 -1 72

Third 1,331 0 -1 . .

1.

-1 .

.

Fourth 1,332* 0 0 0 *-1
. .

Lowest
.

,

.

1,467 -2 -1 -1 -1

Ali
Districts 1,444

.

.

0 0 .

.

t

0

.

0
. 81



Table 20

Effects of Adopting a Cost Factor in a Foundation Plan
on the DistribUtion of Total Operating Revenue per Pupil

,Among Four Classes of Ohio School Districts
,

.

,

District
Class

Actual 1978
Total
Operating
Revenue
per Pupil

($)

Percentage Change in Revenue per Pupil from 1978 Level Due to Adopting
a Foundation Plan (without tax diversion):

With No
Cost Factor

(%)

With a
25%-Strength
Cost Factor

(%)

With a
50%-Strength
Cost Factor

(%)

With an
80%-Strength
Cost Factor

(%)

41

+4+1 11.2 +3
Central
City
Districts

1,641

1,539 -2 -2 -1 0
Satellite
City
Diatricts

Independent
City
Districts

1,308 +1 -1 -3 -4

Rural
Districts

1,233 +2 +1 -1 -2

All
Districts

1,444 0 0 0 0

......_.,
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Table 21

Effects of Adobtin. a Cost Factor in a Foundation Plan
on the Distribution of Total Operating Revenue eer Pupil

Among Property Wealth per Pupil Qyintiles

Property
Wealth
,er Pupil
Quintiles

Actual 1978
Total
Ov!rating
Revenue
per Pupil

(0

Percentage Change in Revenuerper Pupil from 1978 Level Due to Adopting a
Foundation Plan (without taxViversion):

With No
Cost Factor

(%)

With a
25%-Strength
Cost Factor

(%)

With a
50%-Strength
Cost Factor

(%)

With a
80%-Strength
Cost Factor

,, (%)
1

Highest

Second

1,679

1,517

-3 -...

--I
-2 -1

+I +2 +2 +2

Third 1,527 -I +2
/

(+2 +2

Fourth 1,279 +1 0 0 -1

Lowest 1,216 0 -1 -2 -3

All
Districts 1,444 0 0 (s 0



high-cost districts as well. This suggests the need to examine the

effect: of reform combinations, and to this we now turn.

5. Reform combinations

The findings presented aboe indicate that each specific reform

has side effects in addition to its primary or intended equity effect.

It is difficult to predict how these various effects will interact when

the reforms are combined. For this reason, several reform combinations

have been simulated:

a. Actual 1978 total operating revenue per pupil;

b. Simulated 1978 revenue per pupil, with a foundation plan, no

tax diversion, and no poverty or 'cost factor;

c. Simulated 1978 revenue per pupil, with a foundation plan, no

tax diversion, and both a poverty and an 80%-strength cost

Aefactor;

d. Simulated 1978 revenue per pupil, with a foundation plan,

partial tax diversion, and both a poverty and an 807k-strength

cost factor; and

e. S miii ted 1978 rvveaue per pupil, with a foundation plan, full

tax diversion, and both a poverty and an 80%-strength cost

factor.

Since several dimensions of inequity have been found in Ohio's

current school finance_system, each of the reform combinations must be

evaluated with respect to these several dimensions. In order to test

the power of the reform combinations to reduce disparities caus,d by

variations in economic strength, the district have been grouped by

6



wealth per pupil quintiles (Table 22) and by personal income quintiles

(Tal''e 23). The impact of the reform combinations on poverty-related

inequities is shown by viewing poverty quintiles (Table 24), while their

impact on cost7related inequit:es is shown by viewing county wage

quintiles (Table 25). The efff .ts of the various reform combinations

on the four classes of districtv are also presented (Table 26). Finally,

the reform combinations will be ct...1pared with respect to the index of

inequality, which easures the overall reduction in the disparity in

purchasing power per unit of educational need (Table 27).

Turning first to the disparity among districts due to varying

property wealth, Table _2 shows that tax diversion is the key to equaliza-

tion in this dimension. Considering the two reform alternatives with

no tax diversion, the lowest wealth quirtile is not helped by a pure

foundation plan and it suffers a '3% reduction in operating revenue per

pupil when the poverty and cost factors are introduced. Only when tax

diversion is also introduced % there a substaptial redistribution of

total operating revenue per pufkil in favor of the lowest-wealth districts.

It was argued earlier that the most plausible reform package would include

a foundation plan wil1h full tax 'diversion of business property tax

revenues, a three-tier poverty factor, ind an 80%-strength cost factor.

This combination, shown in 'the righthand column, redistributes revenue

from the highest wealth quintile to less wealthy districts.

Another disparity related to the economic strength of districts is

based on varying levels of personal income. lauie 23 shows the extent

to which the reform combinations reduce the disparity between high-

and low-income districts. The combination involving a fourdation plan

-72-
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Property
Wealth

per Pupil
Quintiles

Table 22

Eftects of Various Reform Combinations on the
Distribution of Total Operating Revenue per Pupil

Among Property Wealth per Pupil Quintiles

Actual 1978
Total Operating

Revenue
per Pupil

Highest

Second

Third

Fourth

Lowest

1,679

1,517

All
Distkicts

1,527

1,279

1,216

1,444

Percentage
Adopting a

Change in Revenue per Pupil from 1978 Level Due to
Foundation Plan with:

/iv Tax

Diversion
and No
Factors

(%)

No Tax
Diversion
'and Both
Factors*

(%)

Partial Tax
Diversion
and Both
Factors*

()

-3

-5

0

+2

0

Full Tax
Diversion
and Both
Factors*

(%)

0

*These factors are poverty and cost a,:justments that allocate add tional state aid tocdistricts with high poverty

incidence or high cost of puichasing educational resources.



Perscnal
Income
Quintiles

Highest

Second

Third

Fourth

T-.131e 23

Effects of Various Reform Combinations on the
Distributi2221:LoAal.

Among Personal Facome Quintiles

Actual 1978
Total Operating
Revenue
per Pupil

Lowest

(s)

1,723

1,598

1,399

1,273

1,216

Percentage Change in Revenue per Pupil from 1978 Level Due to
Adopting Foundation Plan with:

No Tax No Tax
Diversion Diversion
and No and Both
Factors Factors*

(%) (%)

+3

+6

-4

-3

-4

All
Districts 1,444 0

Partial Tax Full Tax
Diversion Diversion

Both and Both
Factors* Factors*

(%) (%)

+1 -1

-6

0

-1

aid to districts with high

f +3

-6

+1

42

and

*These factors are poverty and cosi adjustments that allocate odditiona1 state
incidence or high cost of purchasing educational resources.

poverty



with no tax diversion but both factors is detrimental, since the revenue

disadvantage of low income districts is increased rather than reduced.

The alternative that proves most effective in reducing the income-related

disparity is a pure foundation plan without tax diversion. The introduction

of tax diversion tends to offset the detrimental effect of the poverty and

cost factors, but only with full tax diversion is the detrimental effect

essentially neutralized. The full tax diversion teform package, therefore,

does succeed in helping the districts in the two lowest'income quintiles,

but this effect is modest.

The distributional effects of the reform combinations on high- and

low-poverty districts are shown in Table 24. Poverty is very heavily

concentrated in the highest poverty incidence quintile, so the effects

of the reforms ort this quintile are the major concern. The tabl, shows

that all three combinations involving the poverty and coot factors are

extremely effective in shifting reverme to the highest poverty incidence

quintile. While tax diversion Lei se does not help to generate this

result, it also does not significantly dilute the effect o the poverty

and cost factors.

The remaining inequity that has been identified is the inadequate

revenue in districts facing a high cost of purchasing educational re-

sources. These districts are located in high-wage counties, and the

distributional effects of the reform combinations among co:unty wage

quintiles ai0 presented in Table 25. The alternative that most effectively

helps the high cast districts is the foundation plan ith both factors

but without tax diversion, since this alternacive yields the largest revenue

gain for the highest wage'quintile. Tax diversion tends to partially
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Table 24

Effects of Various Reform Combinations on the
,

Distribution of Total qperating Revenue per Pupil

,
Among Poverty Incidence Quintiles

r
Poverty
Incidence
Quintiles

Actual 1978
Total Operating
Revenue
per Pupil

($)

.
_

Percentage Change in Revenue per Pupil from 1978 Level Due to
Adopting a Foundation Plan with:

No Tax
Diversion
and No
Factors

(.)

No Tax
Diversion
and Both
Factors*

(%)

Partial Tax
Diversion\
and Both
Factors*

(%)

Full Tax
Diversion
and Both
Factors*

(%)

Highest 1,664 +1 +10 +10 +9

,

'econd 1,421 0 -2

Third 1,331 0 -4 -4 . -3

Fourth ' 1,332 0 -3 -2 -1

Lowust 1,467 -2 -3 -3 -3

Al 1

Districts 1,444 0 0 0 0

*These factors are poverty and cost adjustments that allocate additional state aid to districts with high

pdverty incidence or high,cost of'purchasing educational resources.
. 1 . .



Table 25

Effects of Various Reform Combinations on the

,

Distribution of Total Operating Revenue ter Pupil
Among County Weekly Wage Quintiles

County
Weekly
Wage
Quintiles

111:11111111111111

Second

Actual 1978
Total Operating
Revenue
per Pupil

($)

1,736

Percentage Change in Revenue per Pupil from 1978 Level Due to
Adopting a Foundation Plan with:

No Tax
Diversion
and No
Foctors

(2)

No Tax
Diversion
and Both
Factors*

(%)

Partial Tax
.Diversion
and Both
Factors*

(%)

Full Tax
Diversion
and Both
Factors*
(2)

11111111111111111
+5 +2 0

1,486

I
-1 +2 +3 +3

Third 1,430 +1 +2 +3 +3

Fourth 1,339

I
0 -4 -3

Lowest 1,209

I
+3 -9 -6 -4

m

All
Districts 1,444 0 0 0

.

0

*These factors are poverty and cost adjustments that allocate additional state aid to districts with high poverty
incidence or high cost of purchasing educational resources.

CLC:...
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offset the effect of the cost and poverty factors, but the full tax

diversion combination is still superior to the actual 1978 distribution

and to the pure' foundation plan with no tax diversion. Under the reform

featuring full tax diversion there is a tendency for revenue to be

distributed from lower wage to higher wage quintiles,

highest quintile. In the highest wage quintile there

except for the

are both wealthy

subtirban districts and poverty-impacted central city districts, and

this reform package redistributes revenue from the wealthy to the

poverty-impacted districts. The result is that the gains and losses of

these districts in the highest wage quintile cancel out in the aggregate..

The distributional impact of the reform combinations on the four

classes of districts is shown in Table 26. All of the reform options

tend to redistribute revenue toward the central city districts at the

expense of the satellite city districts. Introduction of the poverty

and cost factors has a substantial positive impact on central city

districts, while proving detrimental to the non-metropolitan (independent

city and rural) districts. The introduction of tax diversion is most

helpful to the rural districts. The reform combination featuring full

tax diversiou shmws the net result of these various effects. Under

this alternative, central city districts enjoy a gain in total operating

revenue per pupil of 7%, and the rural districts experience a gain of

2%.

The overall power of the reform combinations to approach the

equity standard is shown by an index of inequality in Table 27. This

index is the best single measure of disparity among districts in their

power to purchase educational resources per unit of ee. ational need.

-78-
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Table 26

Effects of Various Reform Combinations on the- ..I.MM .
Distribution of Total Operatiug Revenue per Pupil

Amp Four Classes of Ohio School Districts

District
Class

Actual 1978
Total Operati
Revenue
per Pupil

$ )

Percentage Change in Revenue per Pupil from 1978 Level Due to
Adopting a Foundation Plan with:

Central
City
Districts

1,641

No Tax
Diversion
and No
Factors

(%)

No Tax Partial Tax
Diversion Diversion
and Both and Both
Factors* Factors*

(%)

Full Tax
Diversion
and Both
Factors*

(%)

+1 +9 +8 +7

Satellite
City
Districts

1,539 -2 -2 -3 -5

Independent
City
Districts

1,308 +1 -6 -6 -5

Rural

Districts 1,233 +2 -4 -2 +2

All
Districts I 1,444 0 0 0

*These factors are poverty and cost adjustments that allocate additional state aid to districts with high poverty
incidence or high cost of purchasing educational resources.

9
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The index is calculated in the following fashion:

(1) Calculate the purchasing power per unit 'of educational

need for each district, as follows:

0,_,..eratingRevenue
(Purshasing Power per -----CostIndex :)
Unit of Educational Need ) (Units of Educational Need

--where the "cost index" is the 80%-str,Angth cost factor as

presented above.

'--where "units of educational need" is district enrollment

weighted by the three-tier poverty factor as. presented above.

(2) Calculate the mean value of these purchasing power unit of

educational need figures,.and calculate the standard deviation

around this mean. Then calculate the coefficient of variation,

which equals the standard deviation divided by the mean.

(3) Multiply the coefficient of variation by 1000 to produce the

"index of inequality." (This mul.iplication is done simply

to render the coefficient more readable.)

The index of inequality fcr the actual distribution of revenue in

1978 was equal to 161. A reform that succeeded in eliminating all

inequality in purchasing power per unit of educational need would reduce

this index to zero. Table 27 shows that vhile none of the reform com-

binations eliminates all inequality, the two combinations including

property tax diversion do sharply reduce inequality. When 'the 1978

operating revenues of Ohio school districts are distributed under the

reform combination featuring full tax diversion, the index of inequality

falls by 49.8%. The remaining inequality is due to the fact that under

-80-
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Table 27

Equalization Effects of Various Reform Combinations
as Measured by the Index of Inequality

C.

Alternatives

Weighted
Index of
Inequdlity*

Percentage
Ct.ange in
Index from
1978 Actual
Level

1. Actual 1978 Revenue Distribution

2. Simulated 1978 Revenue
Distribution with a Foundation Plan,
and
(a) No Tax Diversion and Both Factors

00 Partial Tax Diversion and Both
Factors

(c) Full Tax Diversion and Both
Factors

161

151

98

81

-6.1%

-39.1%

-49.8%

*Ttis index measures the variation among school districts in the power to prrchaTe
educational resources per unit of educational need. A value of zero would
indicate strict equality among districts.



all of the reforms studied the'school districts retain their discretion

to supplement the L'undation level program. In the simulations it was

assumed that disLrict-determined millage on.residential and agricultural

property is unaffected by tax diversion. This permits districts to continue

to offer a program that is beyond what the foundation level supports, and

some districts will undoubtedly desire to do this. If supplemental local

tax revenues are permitted, as assumed here, strict equality among districts

will never be attained.

In summary, the analysis of the reform combinations shows that

adopting a combination of the reforms studied is superior to adopting any

one of them in isolation. The detrimental side effects encountered in

specific reform options are reduced in the reform combinatlons. The

reform package with full tax diversion and both poverty and cost factors

is far more effective on balance than are the alternatives. This broad

reform package succeeds in sharply reducing the disadvantage suffered

by districts having low property wealth and high poverty incidence.

Central city districts are also substantially helped by this reform

package. Adopting only part of this package would create difficulties.

If only property tax diversion were introduced the cEntral city districts

would be seriously hurt. On the other hand, if only the poverty and cost

factors were introduced very little equalizatiun between high- and low-

wealth distri.cts could be accomplished.

6. Attaining and maintaining equity over time

It is appropriate to test the ability of the reform* to maintain

their distributional effects over time. In the past, efforts by ate

General Assembly to increase the extent of equalization between rich and



poor districts have often been frustrated. This is the "equalization

treadmill effect" mentioned above, in which che equalizing effect of

rising state aid is offset by increases in the unequally-distributed

local tax revenues. Would the reforms studied in this paper also be

subjeat to the treadmill effect? In addition, if transitional guarantees

were provided to districts adversely affetted by property tax diversion, .

would these guarantees significantly dilute or delay the distributional

effects of property tax diversion? In order to answer these questions

we now turn to a dynamic analysis of the effects of the reforms over a

three-year period.

A number of assumptions has been made in the projections of the

reform effects over the period 1978-1981. First, we have assumed that

local tax revenues would grow at a uniform average annual rate of 5.572 in

all Ohio school districts. It has also been assumed that state and

federal categorical aid to each Ohio school district will grow at an

average annual rate of 10.6%. Finally, enrollments have been projected

to decline in all districts at e uniform average annual rate og 3.32%.

All three of these assumptions are likely to be quite accurate in the

aggregate, but it is certain that many districts will deviate from the

state average rate of change. The simplifying specification of uniform

rates may not seriously distort the analysis, however. Recent computer

projections using non-uniform rates of enrollment change display essentially

the same distributional effects for the reforms as are shown by the

projections based on gniform rates of enrollment change.

The key variables in the projectionsoare the changes in state

unrestricted aid to each district and the extent to which the districts'
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local tax revenues are diverted to the state basic aid fund. The two

sources of funds for state unrestricted aid are: (1) the appropriation

by the General Assembly to state basic aid (and NIA); and (2) property

tax revenues diverted from school districts. The state appropriation is

here assumed to grow fro.,1 $730 million in 1978 to $876 million in 1979,

to $1,015 million in 1980, and to $1,171 million in 1981. These figures

are essentially accurate for 1978, 1979, and 1980, and represent an

. average annual growth in the state appropriation for unrestricted aid of

17.9%. The assumed growth of another 15.4% between 1980 and 1981 is

consistent with recent trends but is much higher than the level coitained

in current legislation. At present, the 1981 appropriation appears to

be only $1,050 million, or $120 million below our projection. We have

retained the higher projection since it is common for the Ohio General

Assembly to grant supplemental state aid just prior 03 the second

school year in the state's biennium. If this pattern holds, our pro-

jection may prove quite accurate for 1981.

The simulation program permits one to allocate state unrestricted

aid according to any of several property tax diversion plans and any of

several aid distribution formulas. Tracing the effects of each of these

plans over time allows one to test the tendency of the reformed revenue

distribution to retain its new pattern over several years.

Attention in this dynamic analysis centers on the full reform

packne, con-isting of the adoption of a foundation plan, with full

diversion'of taxes on business property, with poverty and cost factors

in the unrestricLed aid distribution formula, and with transitional guarantees

to stricts adversely affected by property tax diversion. The guarantees

-84-
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simply insure that no district's total operating revenue per pupil

falls below 902 of the base year (1978) level in the first year of

reform (1979), or below 802 of the base year level in the second year,

or below 70% in the third year, etc. For comparison, this full reform

package will also be compared to the reform combination that features a

foundation plan with poverty and cost factors but without any tax

diversion.

The ability of the full reform package to retain its equalization impact

can be observed in Table 28. This table shows the distributional effect

of the reform package among districts of varying wealth per pupil.

The significant redistribution of revenue from rich to poor districts

can be observed in the percentage revenue gains in the first year of

reform, 1979. In that year, operating revenue per pupil grows by only

77. in the highest wealth quintile, while it grows 22% in the lowest

wealth quintile. But what happens after the first year of reform? Is the

1979 equalization gain reversed in subsequent years? The table shows

that the distribution attained in 1979 is retained in 1980 and 1981, since

in each of those years the percentage revenue gtr pupil gain is nearly

uniform among all wealth quintiles. This indicates that property tax

diversion does indeed permit the state to escape its equalization treadmill.

Turning attention tofethe four clasees of districts, Table 29 shows

the ability of the reform package to retain its distributional impact on central

city and other districts. In the first year of reform (1979), the central city

districts experience a 24% increase in total operating revenue per pupil,

compared to the state average increase of 17%. Note that rural districts

also enjoy a revenue gain above the state average, while the revenue gains

-85-
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Table 28

The Full Reform Packale:
the Distributional Effects over Time

Awns Property Wealih,per Pupil Quintiles

Property
Wealth
per Pupil
Quintiles

Actual 1978
Total
Operating
Revenue
per Pupil

($)

Percentage Increase over the Previous Year
in Total Operating Revenue per Pupil Under
the Full Reform Package

1979

(%)

1980

(%)
1981

(%)

Highest

Second

Third

Fourth

Lowest

1,679

1 517

1,527

1,279

1,216

7

18

20

20

22

11

13

13

13

13

11

11

11

11

11

All
Districts 1,444 17 12 11



Table 29

The Full Reform Package:
the Distributional Effects over Time

Among Four Classes of Ohio School Districts

District
Class

I Actual 1978
Total
Operating
Revenue
per Pupil

($)

Percentage Increase over the Previous-Year
in Total Operating Revenue per Pupil Under
the Full Reform Package

1979
(%)

1
. 1980

(2)

1981

(2)

Central
City
Districts

1,641 24 13 11

,

Satellite
City
Districts

1,539 12 12 11

Independent
City
Districts

--,

r

1,308

,

10

,

13 . 11

Rural
Distr icts

1,233 19

_

12 11

lAstrictsl

Pi
1,444 17 12 11



by satellite and independent city districts are below the state average.

Thus during 1979 the relative shares of ope ting revenue lre changing

in favor of central city (and to a lesser extent rural) districts and

against the other two classes. In the next two years, however, there is

no furter significant change in the distribution of revenue among the

four classes districts, since percentage revenue gains in 1980 and 1981

are approximately uniform. Thus the distributional shape of the reform

package is retained after the first year.

The overall measure of the equalizing power of reform is the index

of inequality, which is shown in Table 30. The effects of the full

reform package on the index of inequality are shown in the two righthand

columns of Table 30. The index falls Elam 161 in 1978 to 88 in 1979,

representing a 45.5% reduction in the disparity among Ohio school districts

in their purchasing power per unit of educational need. This equalization

is further strengthened in 1980 and 1981, as the index falls to 80

and 77, respectively.

This result can be compared with the equalization effect of the

reform package without any property tax diversion, also shown in Table 30.

The plan without tax diversion reduces the index of inequality from 161

to 144 in the first year, and to 133 in the third year. The overall

equalization impact is clearly much weakened when property tax diversim

is removed from the reform package.1, Notice however, that the equalization

gain in 1979 that results from the rdform package without tax diversion

is followed by additional gains in 1980 and 1981.

The equalization impact of the transitional guarantees can be

observed in Table 31. In the first year 98 school districts, containing
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Table 30

E ualization Effects of Ado ting a Foundation
Plan with Both Poverty and Cost Factors

Year

Without Tax Diversion

Weighted
Index of
Inequality*

Percentage
Change in
Index from
1978 Actual

Level

1. 1978 Actual 161

2. 1979 Simulated 144 -10.8%

3: 1980 Simulated 139 -14.0%

4. 1981 Simulated 133 -17.5%

With Tax Diversion
(and Transitional Guarantee)

Weighted
Index of
Inequality*

Percentage
Change in
Index from
1978 Actual

Level

161

88

80

77

- 45.5%

- 50.5%

- 52.0%

*This index measures the variation among school districts in the power to purchase
educational resources per unit of educational need. A value of zero would indicate
strict equality among districts.
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13% ot the state's pupils, suffer a decline in total operating revenue per

pupil below the 1978 level as a result of adopting tiw full reform

package. These adversely-affected districts are characterized by large

concentrations of business property, the tax revenues from which are

diverted to the etate under the reform package. The guarantees do not

prevent these revenue losses, but instead simply limit the maximum loss

that an adversely-affected district can suffer. In the first year there

are 31 districts that would suffer a revenue per pupil loss greater than 10%,

so these districts are placed "on the guarantee," at a total cost of

$17.4 million. Table 31 shows that revenue growth in 1980 and 1981 reduces

the number of adiersely-affected districts and reduces the number of

II

guarantee districts" from 31 to 8 to 2. Thus the transitional guarantees

do phase cat quickly.

The impact of the guarantees on equalization is shown in Section 11

of Table 31. Projections of the reform packsge were made both without

the guarantees and with them. CoMparing the index of inequality for these

pairs of projects, one can see that the guarantees do reduce the extent

of equalization. The effect is both modest and temporary, however. The

index of inequality is raised by A modest 10% in 1979 by placing 31.

districts on guarantees, but by 1981 the index is virtually unaffected

by the guarantees to the two remaining guarantee dia.tricts. The transi-

tional guarantees do appear to succeed, then, in moderating the initial

adverse impact of property tax diversion without seriously compromising

the equity goai.

In closing this empirical analysis of the distributional impact of

the reforms on Ohio school districts, we turn to the revenue shares

t..



Table 31

Effects of Transitional Guarantees to Districts
Adversely Affected by Property Tax Diversion

Item

.11111..m1M.01.16.

Projection Years

1979 1980 1981

A. Adversely-affected districts

1. Number of districts whose operating
revenue per pupil falls below 1978
level

2. Percentage of state's pupils in the
adversely-affected districts

3. Maximum percentage loss in revenue
per pupil below 1978 level permitted
under. guarantee

C.

4. _Number of districts receiving a
*guarantee

5. Total cost of the guarantees to the
state (in $millions)

B. Effect of guarantees on equalization

1. Index of inequality

(a) Without guarantees

(b) With guarantees

2. Percentage increaae in index Of
inequality due to guarantee%

98 43 28

13.1% 4.4% 2.5%

10% 20% 30%

31 8

17.4 2.7

80 79

88 80

10.0% 1.2%

2

0.7

77

77

0.2%



captured by the wealth quintiles. In Table 32 these revenue shares are

shown both for the reform package (with and without tax diversion) and

for Ohio's existing finance system. The four righthand columns show the

distribution of revenue shares among wealth quintiles as projected for

1981, under four alternative plans. When compared with the revenue shares

in 1978, the four plans in 1981 all show a more equal distriution of

revenue among wealth quintiles than existed in 1978. For instance, the

gap between the highest and lowest wealth.quintiles was 6.5 in 1978

(23.2 minus 16.8), while the gap in 1981 is projected to be from 3.1 to

6.2, depending on the plan chosen.

Among the four plans projected for 1981, the most substautial equali-

zation is attained under the fall tai diversion reform package. This

plan is substantially more equalizing than is the existing finance system,

even when an additional $1 billion is pumped into unrestri.zted aid under

the existing system. This indicates that a substantial infusion of new

state aid is a poor substitute for property tax diversion in terms of

its equity effects.

C. Effects of tax diversion on the distribution of tax liability among
taxpayers,

t.
Focus of the analYsis now turns from equity among pupils in different

districts to equity among taxpayers. The thrust of this analysis will

be to determine the immediate ahd eventual effects of property tax

diversion on the tax liability of various groups of taxpayers.

1. Immediate effects of tax diversion (on taxpayers

The immediate effects of tax diversion on taxpayers depend on hew

tax rates are to be set on the property that becomes subject to tax diversion.

-92- Si
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Property
Wealth
per Pupil
Quintiles

Table 32

A Coaaparison of the Distributional Effects of Rising State Aid
(4 Under Ohio's Existing Finance System and (2) Under the Refocm Packaze:

Showing Revenue Shares Monk Proyerty Wealth per pupil Quintiles

Percentage
of Ohio
Pupils
in the
Quintile

(%)

Operating Revenue in the Quintile as a Percentage of Statewide Operating
Revenue

Wshest

Second

Third

Fourth

Lowest

20.0

All
Districts

20.0

76.0

20.0

20.0

100.0

1973
(Actual)

1981 (Projected)

( % )

Under Ohio's Existing Finance
System, with a State Appro-
priation for Unrestricted Aid
of:

Under the Reform Package,
with a $1,171 mill. State
Appripriation for Unrestricted
Aid,

$1,171 mill

(%)

$2,171 mill.

( % )

Without Tax
Diversion

(%)

With Full
Diversion

(%)

23.3 22.9 22.4 22.5 20.8

21.0 21.0 20.9 21.7 21.3

21.2 21.3 21.2 22.2 21.9

17.7 17.9 18.1 17.4 18.2

16.8 17.0 17.4 16.3 17.7

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

4 11:6 114



As explained above (pp. 35-37), there are rwo basic options: (1) apply

district-determined tax rates to the property subject to tax diversion; or

(2) apply a statewide uniform rate to the property subject to tax diversion.

The first option is preferred by those who wish to minimize the immediate

impact of tax diversion on taxpayers. Those who favor the second option

stress that equity among taxpayers requires that al/ owners of property

subject to tax diversion pay the same tax rate since their taxes are all

going to support the state basic aid fund.

Turning first tà the option of retaining district-determined rates

on property subject to tax diversion, the immediate effect is obvious.

Tax diversion would not alter the tax rate paid by any taxpayer anywhere

in the state. This would be true no matter what classes of property

were made subject tc tax diversion.

By contrest, the second option would immediately alter the tax

liability of many businesses. Under this option a statewide uniform tax

rate would be applied to the business property subject to diversion. In

principle, this rate could be set at any leve4 but in our analysis it

will be assumed that the rate is set so that the total taxes paid by

the affected businesses is equal to what would have been paid at the

varying, district-determined rates. In other words, the affected

businesses will not experience any chage in their agi4regate tax liability.

The distribution of the tax burden will change, however, as the tax rate

for each business is adjusted to th.; statewide level. The changes in

the tax liability of a particular business will depend on whether the

school district was levying an above-average or a below-average tax rate

-94-



prior to tax diversion. Taxpayers located in the low-tax districts will

find their tax rates (and hence their tax liabilities) rising due to tax

diversinn, and conversely for taxpayers in high-tax districts.

The pattern of tax tetes for current operation of schools is shown

in Table 33 for Ohio scho,.4 districts in 1978. For tax purposes property

is Cvide: Into eight c1ae.4w. in Ohio, and this table shows the average

tax rate applying to each property class in the bottom raw. All eight

classes are subject to che same tax rate in any single school district,

but if a particular class of property class is mostly located in high-

tax districts the average tax rate applied to that property class will

be relatively high. An example of this is tangible personal property

(business equipment and inventories), which is mostly located in high-tax

districts and is therefore subject to a relatively high statewide average

rate. At the other exrreme are mineral and agricultural real property.

These classes of property are predominantly located in low-tax district.s,

so the average tax rates on them are relatively low. Table 33 also

displays the tax rates by class of school district. The consistent pattern

here is that tax rates ire relatively high in metropolitan areas (central

and satellite city districts) and relatively low elsewhere.

The immediate impact of full property tax diversion on business

taxpayers is shown in Table 34. Under full tax diversion, all classes

of prope:ty except for residential and agricultural real would be subject

to tax diversion and would pay a statewide uniform rate of 27.84 mills

(in 1978). The table shows that residential and agricultural property

owners would experience no change in tax liability, since the district-

determined tax rates would continue to apply to them. The bottom row



Table 33

Actual Tax Rates for Current 0 eration of Ohio Schools in 1978
By Class of Property arid by Class of District

Central
City
Districts

Effective Millage Rate for Current Operation of Schools, 1978

Non-business Property Business Property

Residential
Real

(mills

27.8

Agricultural
Real

mills

24.5*

Real Property Tangible Personal
Property

Industrial
Real

Commercial
Real

(mills) (mills)

25.9 25.6

Mineral Public
Real Utility

Real

(mills mills

23.0* 25.9

.Public Other
Utility Tangible
Tangible
Personal
(mills)

31.0

Personal

(mills)

31.3

Satellite
City
Districts

28.4 25.7* 24.9 27.1

Independent
City
Districts

Rural
Districts

25.2 22.9 23.6 24.0

23.0 21.2 21.2*

All.

Districts 26.5 21.8 24.5

22.0*

19.4* 1 24.4* 33.4 31.0

22.1* I 24.0* 27.5 27.6

25.6

21.1 20.0 24.8 25.9*

21.1 23.5 28.6 29.7

*There is very little of this class of property in this class of districts, so the figure is not significant.



of Table 34 indicates that business owners of real property would tend

on the average to pay higher taxes, while business owners of tangible

personal property would tend to pay lower taxes. The Largest increases

in tax liability would apply to business real plperty located in rural

and independent city districts. At the other extreme, substantial tax

reductions would be enjoyed by businesses with tangible personal property

located in metropolitan areas. The righthand column of Table 34 shows

that,on the average, business property located in central and satellite

cities would enjoy a lower property tax burden while the opposite would

apply to businesses located in non-metropolitan areas. Businesses

located in rural school districts have in the past enjoyed the lowest

tax rates, so adjusting their rates to the state average raises their tax

liability sharply. It should be noted that some businesses have pro-

perties in several different districts and that many businesses have

substantial amounts of both real and tangible personal property. In these

cases, the net change in the tax liability of the firm as a whole may be

rather small.

The immediate effects of partial tax diversion on taxpayers are

much more modest, as can be seen in Table 35. The only taxpayers affected

by partial tax diversion are owners of tangible personal property. Among

these property owners, the tax burden is shifted way from personal

property in metropolitan areas and is shifted most sharply toward public

utility personal property located in rural districts. Public utility

firms typically serve wide areas, however, so they pay taxes on personal

property located in a variety of urban and rural districts. As a result,

most public utility firms would experience only a very modest net change

in Lheir tax liability.

I /
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District
Class

Tdble 34

Impact of Poll Diversion of Business Property Taxes,
at a Uniform Statewide Rate, on the Liability of Ohio Taxpayers,

by Class of Property and by_Class of District, 1978

Percentage Change in Tax Liability Due to Levying 27.84 Mills on All Business Property

Non-business
Property

Business Property

Residen-
tial

Real

Agricul-
tural
Real

Real Property

Industrial
Real

(1/4) (%)

Commercial
Real

Mineral
Real

Central
City
Districts

Satellite
City
Districts

Independent
City
Districts

Rural

Districts

0 1 +7.3 +8.7 +20.9*

Public
Utility

(2)

Tangible Personal Total
Property Business

Public Other Property
Utility Tangible
Tangible Personal
Personal

(2) (2) (2)

+7.6 -10.2 -11.0 -3.8

+11.9 +2.9 +43.8* +14.4* -16.7 -10.1 -5.6

+17.9 +16.0 +26.0* +16.2* +1.2 +0.8 +5.1

+31.2* +26.4* +32.2 +39.2 +12.2 +7.7* +13.8

All
Distrlet4

+13.6 +8.7 +32.0 +18.6 -2.6 -6.1 0

*There is very little of this class of property in this class of districts, so the figure is not significant.
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District
Class

Table.35

Impact of Partial Diversion of Business Property faxes,
at a Uniform Statewide Rate on the Liability of Ohio Taxpayers,

by Class of Property and by Class of District, 1978

..wsmmmwmnm=01.

Percentage Change in Tax Liability Due to Levying 29.35 Mills on All Tangible Personal Property

Non-business
Property

Business Property

Residen- jAgricul-
tial tural
Real Real

( ) ( % )

Real Property. Tangible Personal
Property

Industrial
Real

Commercial
Real

Central
City
Districts

0 0

Satellite
City

istricts

Independent
City
Districts

Rural

Districts

All

Districts

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

I

Mineral Public
Real Utility

Real

0 0

Public
Utility
Tangible
Personal

(2)

-5.3

Other
Tangible
Personal

(%)

-6.2

Total
Business
Property

( )

-6.0

0

0

0

0

-12.2

+6.7

-5.2

+6.2

-7.2

+5.9

0 0 0 +18.3 +13.5* +15.8

0 0 0 +2.6 -1.0

*There is very little of this class of property in this class of dieistricts, so the figure is not signif-xant
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This analysis has demonstrated that redistribution of tax burdens

among business firms is substantial when full tax diversion is coupled with

the use of a seatewide uniform rate. Partial tax diversion by contrast,

sharply reduces the extent of redistribution of tax liability among business

taxpayers. If redistributing the business tax burdens is expected to

generate serious political opposition to tax diversion, then pertial tax

diversion m4y be much more practical than full tax diversion. If opposi-

tion to. anz redistribution of tax liability, is strong,. another practical

alternative would be full tax diversion but with district-determined tax

rates retained. This alternative accomplishes all of the inter-district

equity gains earlier projected for the full reform package while not

requiring any immediate changes in the tax burdens of property owners.

2. Eventual effects of the reform package on voter behavior

Adoption of the..full reform packate might eventually,alter the willingness

of local voters to support property tax operating millage for schools. The

reform package would tend to change the level of operating revenue per

pupil available in the school district, and it would also tend to change

the revenue yield to the distriCt from levying an additional mill of tax.

It is impossible to predict tha precise effect of reform on voter behavior,

but several observations can be made.

Voter attitudes toward operating millage levies could change regardless

of how the tax tate is determined for the property subject to tax diversion.

The full reform package would affect voters through a "price effect" and

a "budget effect." We turn now to an explanation of these effects.

The "price effect" of.the reform package raises the "price of

educational resources" as viewed by local voters. The price of educational resource!.



is simply the additional tax that residents must pay in order to purchase

a given quantity of additional educational resources. Two elements in

the reform package tend to raise the price of educational resources to

district voters. First, property tax diversion implies that 'when new

millage is voted, the school district receives no additional tax revenue

from the business property subject to tax diversion. Even if these

businesses are taxed at locally-determined rates, the additional taxes

they pay on the new millage will simply benefit the state's basic aid

fund, without any appreciable effect on the home district. Second,

replacing the guaranteed yield plan with a foundation plan implies that if

ne4 millage is voted there will not be any accmpanying increase in basic

state aid, since the foundation plan contains no "reward for local tax

effort" feature. These two elements in the reform package hence restrict

the district's revenue gain from new millage to the new taxes received

from residential and agricultural property owners. For this reason, a

district that wiihed to purchase educational resources worth, say, $200 per

pupil would need to approve a larger increase in tax millage as a result

of the reform package. In this sense the price of educational resources

to the loCal voter is raised by the reforms.

This price effect of the reform package is illustrated for a hypo-

thetical school district in.Table 36. Immediately before reform this

district's revenue options are shown in the left side of the raole. If

the district's voters approve a 20 mill tax rate, total operating revenue

per pupil will be $1,500. If instead the voters approve 25 mills, total

operating revenue per pupil rises to $1,700, and a millage of 30 generates

operating revenue per pupil of $1,900. Notice that each additional 5 mills
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Table 36

Impact of the Full Tax Diversion
.

Reform Package on the Price of Education
.

in a dypothetical School District

Revenue Sources

Operating Revenue per Pupil

Immediately
Before Reform After Reform

at 20
mills,

($)

at 25
mills
($)

at 30
mills
($)

at 20
mills

($)

at 25
mills
($)

at 30
mills
($)

Local Tax Revenue from
Residential Property

300 375 450 306 375 450

Local Tax Revenue from
Business Property

300 375

.

450 0 0 0

State Basic Aid 600 650 700 1,025 1,025 1,025

Categorical State and
. Federal Aid

300 300 300 300 300 300

Total, All Sources 1,500 1,700 1,900 1,625 -1,700 1,775



brings in new revenue from (1) residential property owners, (2) business

property owners, and (3) state basic aid (under a guaranteed yield formula).

After the reform package is adopted, however, additional millage generates

less new operating revenue per pupil than before. For instance, if the

district had actually been levying 25 mills before reform, it would have

received $1,700 per pupil in total operating revenue, and it could continue

to receive this level after reform. However, additional millage no

longer would be as powerful. After reform, raising the millage from 25

to 30 adds only $75 per pupil to total operating revenue, whereas it

would have raised $200 before. Viewed another way', the district could

have raised its budget by $200 per pupil at a price of 5 mills before

reform but ehis same budget increase after reform would require a price

of 13.33 mills. On the other hand, if the district were considering re-

ducing its millage from 25 tc 20, the millage reduction would cost the

district $200 per pupil in operating revenue.before reform but only $75

after.

It is reasonable to assume that the price effect of the reform

package would tend to reduce local voter support for new millage. It

might even increase the desire by some voters to reduce the level of

school operating millage below it.s current rate. What is not clear is

the magnitude of the price effect. Historical evidence available at

this time is not sufficient to permit a prediction concerning how many

districts might be discouraged from levying new millage or encouraged to

reduce their millage as a result of the price effect.

The analysis of voter behavior is complicated by the "budget effect"

of the reform package. The reason for complexity is that while the price
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effect tends to discourage voter support for millage, the "budget

effect" can in some cases encouralke voters to support new millage. The

budget effect is simply the tendency of the reform package to alter the

district's overall revenue budget. For instance, if a given district

suffers a loss in total operating revenue per pupil as a result of reform,,

its voters might resist the school budget reduction by levying additional

millage. On the other hand, districts that enjoy a budget inr- ise as

a result of the reform package might desire to take this oppo tunity to

reduce their tax millage.

The budget effect of reform is illustrated by two hypothetical

school districts in Table 37. Immediately before reform the two districts

face identical revenue options. These options &re shown in the left side

of Table 37, and they are in fact the same options as were displayed

in Table 36 also. Assuming that both districts levy 25 mills before

reform, they both receive annual operating.revenues of $1,700 per'pupil

before reform. District A is favorably affected by the reform package,

since its operating revenue per pupil is raised to $1,873, while dist,Act

B suffers a reduction to $1,525 per pupil. The different effects of

reform on these districts eould be due to the operarion of the poverty

and cost factors. District A may be located in a high-wage area and

may have a substantial poverty incidence, while district B may lack these

features.

The reaction of voters to the budget effect of the reform package will

depend on their attitudes toward the proper level of the school budget.

If voters strongly prefer the pre-reform budget level, they can be

expected to adjust the district millage rate tc minimize the change in
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Table 37

Impact of the Full iax Diversion
Reform Packagp on Voter Choices:
A Comparison between Favorably

and Adversely Affected School Districts*

Revenue Sources

Operating Revenue per Pupil

Immediately
Before Reform

After Reform

at 20 1

mills

($)

at 25
mills

($)

at 30
mills

(0

at 20
mills

($)

at 25
mills

(0

at 30
mills
($)

Local Tax Revenue from
Residential Property

300 375 450 300 375 450

Local Tax Revenue from
Business Property

300 375 450 0 0. 0

State Basic District A
Aid District B

(.600 (650 (700
c1:200

830.

(1.,200

850
t,200

850

Categorical State and
Federal Aid

300 300 300 300 300 300

Total Revenue, District A
All Sources District B

,500(/ 1,700 ,900{
(1,800
1,450

(71,875

1,525
(1,950
1,600

*The two hypothetical districts face the same revenue choices before reform, but the
reform package helps district A and hurts district B.



the school budget. Voters in district A, for instance, may see little

need for the budget to rise from $1,700 per pupil to $1,875, so they may

react by lowering the millage to 20, which would still permit a budget

level of $1,800 per pupil after reform. Voters in district B may resist

the budget reduction from $1,700 to $1,525 per pupil by raising their

millage to, say, 30 mills. Although this millage increase would not fully

restore the pre-reform budget level, it might soften the blow.

Notice that in Table 37 the two districts experience the price

effect of reform package, just as the district pictured in Table 36. In

each case, the district could raise $200 per pupil in new total operating

revenue with a 5-mill levy before reform but could do so only with a

13.33-mill levy after reform. The budget effect on district A in

Table 37 tends to reinforce the tendency of voters.to be discouraged

from supporting local tax millage. For district B, however, the budget

effect works in opposition to the price effect. Which effect will be

stronger?. We simply do not know. Districts adversely affected by the

reform package (like B) may in some cases raise millage to restore budget

cuts, but in other cases they iay maintain or even reduce their millage

rates.

Analysis of the price and budget effects of reform, then, fails to

yield definitive predictions concerning voter behavior. This may or may

not pose a significant difficulty for policy makers. There is little

difficulty if one argues that districts should be completely free to

raise or lower millage rates once they have met a specified minimum tax

rate and are providing at least the foundation level of educational

resources. On the other hand, it is likely that some policy makers will
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object to allowing districts to reduce millage in response to increased

state aid. Others may object to the possibility that some districts may

seek voter support for higher levels of property taxation. If there is

substantial concern over the eventual impact of the reform package on

voter behavior, uncertainty concerning this impact may create opposition

to the reform package.



VI. Policy implications

A. Role of equity in school finance policy

This paper has focussed on the equity of Ohio's school finance system,

to the virtual exclusion of other considerations. The equity standard

employed in this analysis ii:

Every public school district within the state

should have equal power to purchase educational

resources per unit of educational need.

Our stress on equity.is not meant to deny the 1.11portance of other

goals or concerns. School finance policy should seek to insure an ade-

quate overall funding level for Ohio schools. In addition, the state

must be concerned that educational needs are clearly understood, that

schools deliver services in an efficient manner, and that Ohio pupils

are in fact learning. The school finance system should also provide

flexibility for school districts while simultaneously insuring accounta-

bility by these districts to local voters and taxpayers and to the State

Board of Education and General Assembly. These objectives are not

always in complete harmony. Policy makers must often consider com-

promises among conflicting goals.

Equity is rather easily ignored when difficult choices are being

made. Specific educational programs are represented by articulate

lobbies, as are school administrators and teachers. Specific groups

of taxpayers are also represented during consideration of school finance

policy. Equity in the overall use of educational resources has no

constituency, however. As an abstract concept, equity may seem less

compelling than the forcefully articulated needs of specific groups.



American society has long cherished the ideal of "equal opportunity"

for all citizens. Traditionally it has been held that public education

for all children is the key ;() insuring equal opportunity. Of course, the

school syston is not capable of guaranteeing equal opportunity for children

who may be victims of.their parents' inability to obtain adequate

housing, employment, and health care. Without equal educational opportunity,

however, it is doubtful that the social goal of equal opportunity can be

approached. The equity standard used in this study is designed as a

necessary but not sufficient condition for achieving equal educational

opportunity. Even if resources were distributed strictly according to

educational need, as the standard demands, the ultimate effect on children

would depend on the performance of teachers, parents, and the children

themselves. Still, the equity standard seeks to insure.that one of

the necessary conditions for equal educational opportunity is met.

Ohio's existing school finance plan fails to meet or even approach

the equity standard. Ohio school districts with little economic strength

have relatively limited revenues with which to meet their educational

needs. This observation applies to districts with modest property wealth

per pupil, with low levels of personal income among residents, and with

little of the property tax base accounted for by business property. Such

districts tend to respond to their relatively modest revenue levels by

hiring fewer teachers per thousand pupils than is typical elsewhere.

Although state aid recognizes some of these disparities among districts,

equalization efforts by the state have fallen far short.

Ohio has also failed to meet the equity standard due to inadequate

attention to the special problems in districts with a high poverty incidence
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and in those where the cost of purchasing educational resources is high.

State and federal aid have failed to fully address these problems, and

this failure is most damaging to the central city school districts that

tend to suffer from both poverty and.high cost of purchasing resources.

B. Need to make difficult choices

The existing inequities in Ohio school finance are not simply the

result of inattention to equity. They are instead due to the focus of

the General Assembly's attention on immediate voblems such as schools

closing for lack of funds and taxpayer discontent. In response to a

series of such "crises" the General Assembly has enacted ad hoc responses

in the form of either specific financial assistance to districts with

critical problems or specific tax relief to particulartaxpayer groups.

The overall shape of the distribution of educational resources has often

been ignored during these crises. Considerations of equity have seemed

secordary to keeping schools open through the remainder of the current

year.

The school finance reforms studied in this paper would represent a

difficult challenge for the General Assembly. They involve broad issues

and long-range needs. More critical, they generate losers. Under

each reform option or combination there are adversely-affected school

districts, and in some cases adversely-affected taxpayers also. The

General Assembly simply cannot respond adequately to the existing

inequities without a political cost. If it is decided that no districts

can be adversely affected by reform, the total level of state aid would

need to climb dramatically even to achieve modest equity gains. If
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redistribution among districts is chosen, the total tax burden can be

retained at or near its present level but there will be cries of anguish

from the representatives of adversely-affected districts.

If the General Assembly were to deal with these broad reform issues,

there might well be a variety of benefits. First, greater equity in

school finanqe could be achieved. Second. taxpayer equity could be

enhanced by an integrated system of reforus. Thira, confusion over the

goals and priorities in education could be reduced. Fourth, voter

suspicion concerning both schools and property taxes could be reduced

by reforms that stress the integrity of the system. Of course, the

reforms could easily be undercut in the future by a return to the pattern

of patchwork responses to crises or to demands of school interests.

C. Need for equalization leverage

In Ohio, the modest share of district revenues contributed by state.

unrestricted aid tends to afford the state only limited opportunity to

influence the overall distribution of revenues. No substantial redistri-

bution of school operating revenues could occur without increasing P.he

level of state unrestricted aid. If the state is to avoid substantial

increases in the tax burden on Ohio voters, property tax diversion is the

most plausible means of gaining equalization leverage in school finance.

When a portion of district property tax revenue is diverted to the state

basic aid fund, the state can then distribute these revenues among

districts according to educational need.

Property tax diversion does reduce the financial autonomy of some

school districts, and this will be viewed as a critical problem by some.

Districts will continue to be able to supplement the foundation-level



school program, hut they will have much more limited financial power to

do this. Districts whose great economic strength has enabled them to

enjoy a superior program with a modest tax rate will be most adversely

affected. On the other hand, many of the poorer districts will gain

new revenue and as a result will enjoy greater financial discretion

than before.

D. The reforms

It is hazardous to adopt a significant reform in school finance

without careful consideration of the side effects. This proposition is

illustrated by the four specific reforms studied above. If property

tax diversion were adopted without poverty or cost factors, many

districts that suffer from a high poverty incidence and a high cost of

purchasing resources would be hurt. On the other hand, if a cost

factor were adopted without either property tax diversion or a poverty

factor, substantial new state aid would flow to affluent suburban

districts whose financial problems are relatively modest.

The full reform package presented here succeeds in overcoming the

adverse side effects that result when only one part of the package is

adopted. As a whole, the reform package would enable Ohio to approach

the equity standard to a very substantial degree. The current disparities

based on district economic strength 4ould be sharply reduced, and at

the same time districts suffering from a high poverty incidence and a

high cost of purchasing educational resources wou/d be helped to deal

with these problems. In this way the reform package represents a balanced

and relatively comprehensive'response to existing inequities.
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If it proves impossible to adopt the full reform packaie, adoption

of the poverty factor would be constructive. The poverty factor channels

new state basic aid to the districts whose educational needs have been

least adequately met. Further, adopting a poverty factor does not

involve inequitable side effects. The poverty factor is the only specific

refork option studied that can generate both significant and unambiguous

equity gains even without the rest of the reform package.

E. Tools for public policy analysis

The most significant problem in analysis of school finance problems

has been lack of perspective. It is essential that an integrated approach

be taken, in which the interrelations among specific problems are stressed.

In this paper, for instance, several sorts of disparities among Ohio

school districts were combined by incorporating them into a single equity

standard. An integrated equity analysis can help-policy makers retain

perspective when beset by a variety of "crises" and demands. This

perspective may help policy makers cope with frivolous demands and it may

help them avoid responding to problems in ways that simply create or

exacerbate other problems.

The statistical measures presented in this paper are designed to

stress an integrated approach to school finance policy. The index of

inequality is a measure of equity that reflects all of the dimensions

of disparity studied in the paper. This index has not been employed

before (in Ohio or elsewhere), and it deserves wider use in equity

analyses. The quintile analysis present0 here is not novel, but also

deserves wider use. Presenting a revenue distribution among quintiles
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is an effective way of showing the "shape" of the distribution without

lardening the reader with dozens of numbers. A major advantage of the

use of quintile analysis is that it tends to turn attention from the

effects of policy on specific school districts to the broad pattern of

effects among groups of districts. Policy makers must, of course, con-

sider the effects of policy on specific districts and specific taxpayers,

but too often the specific effects are the only ones considered. If

public policy is ever to respond to equity problems the broad pattern

of effects must command the center of attention. Use of statistical

measures such as the index of inequality and the quintile tables may

enable policy makers to retain a broad, integrated perspective.

Empirical research is needed for informed policy making. The

two sorts of research most crucial to policy analysis are simulation and

multiple regression. Simulation, as illustrated in this paper, involves

the systematic projection of the implications of specifiL policies or

of packages of policies. In school finance, policy makers must have

access to a computer simulation capacity that permiis rapid and accurate

analys.s of the effects of a proposed policy. The simulation programs

must be able to generate district-by-district information and also show

the broader patterns of effects and side effects.

Multiple regression research is needed in order to assess the

severity of specific school finance problems. For example, even if

all would agree that districts with a high poverty incidence require

more educational resources than other districts, public policy requires

an estimate of the magnitude of the financial problems created by poverty

incidence. Multiple reglession analysis is capable ot gdnerating such
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estimates, and is thus a statistical tool that must be understood by

policy analysts. If policy makers wish to consider adopting a poverty

factor or a cost factor, they need to know how heavily to weight these

factors in order to cope with the problems identified. Multiple regression,

when used by trained statisticians, can suggest the proper weights. It

is true that multiple regression is complex, and as a result many

policy makers will lack the training to fully understand it. Theie

policy makers are forced to rely either on the statisticians or their

own intuition when considering the proper weightings for poverty and

cost factors. In either case, the results of careful F:tatistical analysis

ought to be available to policy makers for their cons: _ration.

Policy makers, particularly members of the legislature, should not

expect that empirical research will automatically appear as it is needed.

The research will await an expressed demand for it by legislators.

Simulation and multiple regression research require good data and

trained analysts, and thus are expensive. Experience has shown that

only when legislators insist on empirical information will it be available.

Furthermore, policy makers will not receive accurate and timely information

about the effects of proposed policies unless they articulate their

information needs long before the decision deadline. These considerations

point to the need for school finance policy makers to anticipate issues

and to oversee a continuing research program that is addressed to these

issues.
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Append!x TheAcademy for
contemporary Problems
1601 NEIL AVENUE / COLUMBUS. OHIO 43201 / (614) 421-7700
mwmwomm
444 NORRi CAPITOL STREET NW, SLOE 349# WASHINGTON, D.0 20001 /(202) 084445

ILA A

TO: Users of ACP School Finance Simulation Program

nOM: lruce Gensemer and Daniel Chall

Guide to Use of the
Ohio School Finance Simulation Program

1. LOGON Procedure

August 8, 1979

a. The folLowing procedure can be used on either the CRT or the Decwriter
and for calling either one of the TSO accountst it is slightly slower
than method b.

(1) Type "Logon" (CR)
(2) In response to USERID, type "TS0330 (or TS0545)" (CR)
(3) In response to PASSWORD, type the password for that account (CR)
(4) In response to TERMINAL ID, type "AC62" if on Decwriter or "AC61"

if on CRT (CR)
(5) In response to UNIVERSITY ID, type the university ID for that account (CR)
(6) The computer will then respond indicating that your logon is in progress.

b. The following procedure can be used on either the CRT or the Decwriter
(preferably the CRT since the password and ID numbers can be cleared off
the screen and will not be left on a permanent record).

(1) TYpe "Logan 1S0330(or 545)/password f(ac62/1) i(university ID) (CR)
(2) The computer will then respond indicati_tg that your logon is in progress.

2. DECSET Command (for use on Decwriter only)

a. After logon is in progress, type "Decset". This enables the output to be
printed the entire width of the paper, otherwise the output will be
printed out as if on C.

3. Call Program

For either TS0330 or 1S0543 there are iour (4) programs for running :he simulation
model.

a. 1978 Data

(1) Type "Edit
printed out

(2) Type "Edit
printea out

b. 1979 Data
(1) Type "Edit

printed out
(2) Type "Edit

printed out

Program.CNTL(SIM78ACF)",
at the Academy.

Program.G1TL(SI)t78CEN)".
at Baker Systems.

Program.MTL(S/N19ACP)",
at the Academy.

Program.OTL(SIM79CEN)",
at Baker Systems.

this will produce

this will produce

this will produce

this will produce

one copy to be

copies to be

one copy to be

copies to be



Note: From this point on, it is assumed that a carriage return will follow 2.
any operator input.

4. How to Change number of copies printed at Baker

This procedure may be used at any time before a program is submitted should the
need for a certain number of copies change after you have already started the
actual editing of the program simulation parameters.

(1) Type "L 40". This is the line of the program that contains the option
for numerous copies.

(2) If the copy option is sufficient you don't need to do anything else.
(3) If the copy option is not sufficient type "c /current number of copies

/desired number of copies
(4) Type "L 40" again to verify that your change occurred.

5. List program (to see what the simulation parameter values are currently).

(I) Type "L". This will produce a copy of the entire program with the
corrent values.

Row to Change simulation parameters (and verify the changes made)

a. Request verification
(1) Type "V". This enables the computer to print out each of your value

Changes as you make them.

b. How to change a simulation parameter
(1) Type "L 00" (or whatever line number you wish to dhaage). The computer

will respond by printing the requested line.
(2) Type "C /current value/desired value". The computer will respOnd by

printing the change you requested.

c. Final listing of newly changed program
(1) Type "L". This will give you a printout of the entire program with

the changes you requested. Use this listing to proofread your values.
See Illustration A.

7. Meaning of Simulation Parameters

Line # Name Definition

110 AGFLAG =1, if agricultural property remains at local level
(together with residential propertYr

00, if agricultural property is diverted to state level

120 REALFLAG =1, if all real property remains at local level while all
personal property is diverted to state level

00, if real commercial, industrial, mining, and public utility'
property is diverted to state level

130 MINRATE sets the qualifying millage rate in effective mills on real
property (program assumes that all districts will increase
their millage, if needed, to qualify for basic aid.)

140 NCOST (strength of cost factor): sets the denominator "n" in cost
factor formula--

District Cost Factor

District's WTERN77 1
- 1) * -1 + It(

-Ave. WTERN77 in 5 lowest counties n

00, if no :mit factor is to be used 1 4 r-

02, if "n" in abovelormula equals 2 JL'It)

(Average WTERN77 in 5 lowest counties = 159)



Illustration A

1,64C. '/SYSPRIOT DE1 SYSOUT=A,COPIES=2
c /2/1
(..0040 //SYSPRINT OD SYSOUT=A:COPIES=1
1 120
00120 REALFLAG=0
c /0;1
00120 REALFLAG=1
1 160
00160 EXTRA=657E6
c /6717'235
00100 FXTRA=235E6

1 110,300
00110 AGFLAG=1
yo120 REALFLAG=1
0130 MINRATE=15

00140 NCOST=2
0015C, FLA1,=1
00160 EXTRA=235E6
let71) NEWPOP=1955075
v0171 POPGROW1=-6.39
.0172 POPGROW2=-1.94
u0173 POP6ROW3=-2.52
00174 POP3R0W4=-0.46
u130 RDCFLAG=1

o.;)9C 1iOAF:LEVEL=90
(.)200 GROWTH=8.95

0 rHERUP=110E6
0.7/220 OUTFLAG=1
4,u270 ''OLLIUS=0
)024(.

/DL1S1=1,24,28,31,33,37,47.63,75,79,82,93,134,143,152,16900250 NODIVERT=0
0°.2AO POLLFLAG=0
0(.270 BASIC2
00280 nuIT
oozoo //
EMD OF DATA
ssve
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150 FLAG

160 EXTRA

170 NEWPOP

3-

Determines what information is printed out
00, All districts printed out individually
=1, District class grouping (4 groups plus state average)
2, Total wealth quintiles
=3, All 146 sample districts printed out individually
=4, Local wealth quintiles (groups districts by the wealth

base that remains at local level after tax diversion)
=5, Plints selected districts whose numbers appear in IDLIST

below
6, Poverty (ADC %) quintiles
-8, Wage (WTERN77) quintiles

=10, Income (aggregate 1969 income in district per FTE ADM in
base year) quintiles

Sets the dollar increase in the state appropriation (for
basic plus categorical aid) over the base year.
=0, if projection is for base year

Sets a value for state total FTEADM different from the base
year value.
If -09 base year enrollments are used (unless POPGROW1, POPGROW2,
etc., are non-zero).

If positive, enrollments in all districts will be adjusted
proportionally 30 as to total this number
If both NEWPOP and POPGROW1, etc., have positive values, district
enrollments will first be adjusted according to POPGROW1, etc.,
and then the resulting enrollments will be proportionally
adjusted so as to total the value of NEWPOP

171 POPGROW1 Sets the percentage rate of growth (4- or -) for districts in
class 1 (central cities). All these districts are assumed to
"grow" uniformly.

If it =0, then base year FTEADM will be retained (unless NEWPOP
is non-zero).

172

173

174

180

POPGROW2

POPGROW3

POPGROW4

ADCFLAG

Same as dbove, for class 2 (independent urban).

iame as above, fer class 3 (satellites).

Same as ahove, for class 4 (rural).

=0, if no poverty factor (or weighting) is used
=1, if triple tier poverty factor is used:

(a) No additional weight for ADC pupils below 5% of Total ADM
(b) Additional weight of 0.5 for ADC pupils between 5% and

15% of Total ADM
(c) Additional weight of 1.0 for ADC pupils above 15% of

Total ADM

190 GUARLEVEL Sets the percentage of actual base year total revenue per pupil
guaranteed to every district in the projection.
00, if no percentage guarantee is desired
=100, if it is desired that no district suffer a loss in total

revenue per pupil from the base year actual level.
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200 GROWTH Sets a statewide uniform percentage rate of growth in the
total property tax base (all classes of property assumed to
grow at same rate).
-0, if base year property values are desired

210 OTHERUF Sets the dollar increase in "other aid" (categorical state aid,
federal aid, and state rollback reimbursemen!' aid), which
diverts money from EXTRA away from the pot of unrestricted
aid.

0, if "other aid" is to equal the base year level.

220 OUTFLAG 'DO, if no outlier districts are to be printed out
ml, if outlier districts are to be printed out

230 COLLINS 00, if no Collins guarantee is desired.
11, if the Collins guarantee is desired.

Cullins guarantee is a grant of unrestricted state aid to
districts which otherwise would be severely hurt by tax
diversion (do not use this option with the NODIVERT.E1 option).
The Collins guarantee equals the total value of property
tax revenue from diverted property in the projection year
minus the district's foundation state aid in the projection
year. Using Collins guarantees insures that no district
has more tax revenue diverted to the state traa it receives
from the state in foundation state aid plus Collins guarantee.

240 IDLIST Lists the numbers of districts to be printed out if FLAG05.
The central city districts are: 1, 24, 28, 31, 33, 37, 47, 63,
75, 79, 82, 93, 134, 143, 152, 169

250 =DIVERT 4E0, if tax diversion to the state level is to occur
.41, if tax diversion is not to occur

260 RDLLFLAG O, value used by Gensemer and by Committee of Twenty
elf if the state reimbursement for the 10Z rollback on

nondiverted,propercy ss to be put into the state basic
aid pot instead of sent back to the districts.

S. Save current version of simulation parameters

(1) Type "Save", in doing this the values you have put with the various
simvlation parameters will be stored in the program.

9. Submit program

a. Sow to submit a program
(1) Type "Submit", t!...e computer will respond with: 'Job TS033D_(JOB )

Submitted'. When the program has completed running, the computer will
respond 'SHAM, 150330 Ended'

10. How to check dhe status of a submitted program

(1) Type "St", the computer will respond by listing all the programs
that have not bean outed and their place in the queue. You can tell
this by looking at the word printed below "STAT". /t will say "OUTQ"
if your program has run and is in the out queue, "INQ" if your program
has not yet run, or "XEQ" if your program is in the process of running.



Note: For programa run to automatically out at Baker, there will be a
corresponding job in your status file that will have under the "MISC"
column "H/OUT". This is the job language which gives the statistics of
the time used in various steps of your program. It is not the meat of
your program. If you are confident that the program ran successfully
you can delete this from your status file by typing "OUT TS0330..Delete"
or you can just leave it in your status file and it will be automatically
deleted overnight.

If you are not confident that the program ran, you can out it as you would
in step #11.

11. How to "out" the run at ACP (use Decwriter only)

(1) Type "End", if you have already done step 8, the computer will respond
with the word READY. If you have not completed step 8, the computer
will give you another dhance to save your simulation parameters values
by responding with NOTHING uvert - TYPE SAVE OR END. At this point,
type "Save" or "End", the computer will respond with the word READY.

(2) Turn the knob on the Decwriter to advance the paper to line #36 on the
paper.

(3) Type "Out TS0330_7, the computer will respond by printing your program.

12. How to "out" the run at Baker

a. Program originally set to out at Baker
(1) If you were ueing "Program.CNTL(SIM78/79CEN), your program automatically

outed at Baker when it finished running.

b. Program originally set to out at ACP but now wanted at Baker
(1) Type "Out Ts0330...Dest(CEN)", the computer will then put your program

in the queue for outing at Baker. This is a much slower method af
having the program printed if the computer is carrying a heavy load
of programs to automatically out at Baker. Therefore, if it can be
predicted in advance, use the program to automatically out at Baker.

c. Where to pick up output at Baker

The output for T50330 is put in bin 12 of the Submittal Room, Sch floor
Baker Systems. The output for Ts0545 is in bin 01.

13. Haw to check space allocation

After completing an editing session, check the disk space limit by typing:
(I) "space m(r)"; if the number of tracks allocated exceeue the allocation

limit, type:
(2) "compress program.cntl rise noprint"; then'recheck the space limit

by typing:
(3) "space m(r); if the number of tracks allocated still exceeds the

allocation limit, compress another data set; otherwise, logoff.
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14. Miscellaneous problemsand their solutions

a. Forgetting to type an "L" before a line number when editing will delete that
line. The computer will respond by printing the number and value of the line
Immediately precedtng the deleted line.'

(1) If you are on the Decwriter, go to the listing of the program you have
from just before you began making an; value changes. Look up the line
that you deleted. Type the line exactly as it appears on the listing,
followed.by a carriage return. Rua another listing of the program to
make sure that you inserted the line correctly by typing "L".

(2) If you are on the ar, find the most recent hard copy of the program,
then follow step (1).

(3) If you don't have a hard copy, make a note of the lime the computer
responded with, then type "re". This will give you a listing of the
program as it now stands. Look for a break In the numbering pattern.
Check on the worksheet that you were planning to make your changes from
for the misstag simulation parameter. When you locate where the missing
simulation parameter Oak:1d be, type "L" and the number of the line
preceding the missing parameter. The computer will respond by
printing that line. Type the deleted line number, a space, then
the parameter name, and sign, and the value you planned to insert.
The computer will respond by printing the new line. Type "L" for a
listing and check for the insertion.

15. How to Interpret t',e Printout

a. List of the simulation parameters chosen

b. Tax Diversion Information
.

(1) tells whether tax diversion was selected and which property was diverted
(2) tells the statewide average effective millage rate on the diverted

property (if any)
(3) tells, in dollars:

(a) state property tax revenue (on diverted tax base)
(b) other state revenue (appropriation out of state general fund for

unrestricted state aid to schools)
(c) total equalization pot [sum of (a) and (b) above]

c. Participation in the Foundation Aid program
(1) tells number of districts that receive foundation aid in the projection

(only districts whose local revenues per pupil after diversion exceed
the foundation level would be excluded, and these normally include
Kelleys Island and Middle Bass).

(2) tells number of pupils in those districts out of state total (in
both unweighten and weighted pupils)

d. Standard Foundation level
The foundation level is the minimum level of unrestricted funds per pupil from
local,end state revenue ia all districts that levy the qualifying millage.
"Staililard foundation level" is the level for the districts in the five lawest-
wage counties.

(1) "Weighted pupil" refers to poverty factor weighting
(2) "Unweighted pupil" uses FTEADM without adjustment
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e. Average foundation level
Each district's foundation level depends on haw high is its cost factor
(i.e., the average weekly wage in its county). The average "cost-adjusted"
level is the total foundation dollars statewide divided by the total of
pupils statewide.

f. Collins Guarantees
(1) Lists the name of district and the amount of its Collins guarantee per

FTRABK, for all districts receiving this guarAntee (see COLLINS
under simulation parameters Above for meaning of this guarantee).

(2) Tells the total cost of these guaranties

8.
4

Guarantees
(1) Lists the name of district and amount per FrEADM it receives in dhe

percentage guarantee (see GUARLEVEL in simulation parameters above),
for all districts on the percentage guarantee.

(2) Total cost of percentage guarantee
(3) Tells whether all distriCts would remain in foundation plan if it

were cut to fund this guarantee and what the cut in the foundation
level would need to be.

h. Winning and Losing Districts:
(1) Number of "winning districts," i.e., districts in which total

revenue per pupil rose from base year actual to the projection.
(2) # umweighted (0FTEADM) pupils in winning districts
(3) Average gain per winning pupil the average rise in total revenue per

pupil in winning districts.
(4) Average loss is analogous.
(5) Average % gain and average % loss are analogous.

i. Coefficients of Variation (of total revenue per pupil), before (i.e., actual
value in base year) and after (in the projection).
--defined as standard deviation in total revenue Per pupil divided by its mean.
--In real terms vs. actual dollars: Total revenw. per pupil either deflated
by the district's cost factor to make it comparable to revenues in low wage
districts, or not deflated.

--Per weighted or per unweighted: refers to poverty factor weighting.

j

k.

r

Number of Jurisdictions and number of pupils in the Broups of districts
reported in this printout (either grouped by district class or by some
sort of quintiles).

(1) If FLAG01, the numbers are for class 1, class 2, class 3, class 4,
and state total

(2) If FLAG=2, 4, 6, 8, or 10, the numbers are for quintiles from low
(wealth, income, poverty, etc.) to high, with no state totals.

Outlier districts (when OUTFLAG 0 1 and FLAG 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, or 10)
For each group (district class or quintile) the 5 top losing districts and the
5 top winning districts are shown. The gain or loss always compares the
projection with the base year actual level, and is in percent terms.

Within each cluster, the 5 top losers are shown first, from top loser down,
then the top winners are shown, from the fifth top winner down to the top
winner.
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1. Total revenue per (PrEADM) pupil, after change (if any) in the tax base and
enrollment since the base year, assuming the use of the foundation plan as
specified. Figures are shown both without tax diversion and with it. The
right column shoes the change in total revenue per pupil from base year
actual to the projection with tax diversion.

m. Nonresidential tax payments per (FTEADM) pupil: both without and with tax
diversion, and % change'due to diversion (all in the projection year).
These payments are the taxes paid by taxpayers whose taxes are beihg diverted
to the state level in dhis projection. The % Change figure Shows the % Change
in tax liability for these taxpayers as a group.

n. Tax Rates, before diversion, on agricultural (AG), public utility tangible
personal (PU-TP), public utility real (PU -REAL), and other tangible personal
property (tax rhtes differ because different classes of property are not
equally distributed among high and low tax rate districts).

o. Percent Changes in the tax rates on the above classes of property due to
tax diversion (assumes that diverted property is taxed at the state average
tax rate on the diverted property).

p. Tax Rates, before diversion, on mineral, industrial, and commercial real
Property.

q. Percent Changes in the tax rates on the above classes of property due to
tax diversion.

r. Local revenue per (FTE.*.DM) pupil in projection year, without and with tax
diversion.

s. Residential tax.rate before diversion, and change needed to maintain total
revenue per pupil at level when there is no tax diversion,

t. Unrestricted State Aid per (FTEADM) pupil in projection year.
--Includes Basic 41d and DPIA
--Col. 1: Without tax diversion (in_projection year)
--Cos. 2-4: With tax diversion, in these parts: foundation aid, DPIA, and

total of these two parts.

u. Other Aid (categorical state aid + state rollback reimbursement to districts
+ federal aid) in projection year: without and with tax diversion. Ta.
diversion affects the rollback reimbursement, since the'rollback on diverted
property is added to the basic aid pot instead of sent to the districts as
"other aid."

v. Collins guarantee per (FTEADM) pupil in the projection (see COLLINS in
simulation parameters for explanation).

w. "Percentage" guarantee revenue per (FTEADM) pupil in projection (see GUARLEVEL
in simulation parameters for explanation).

15r.

ry,


